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Welcome to 
Exact Globe Next & 
Exact Synergy Enterprise!
This guide provides the information you need to work effectively with Exact Globe Next 
and Exact Synergy Enterprise. It is part of the series of user guides for both Exact Globe Next 
and Exact Synergy Enterprise. The goal of this documentation is to help you to quickly get 
acquainted with the products and the possibilities the products offer. It will help all users, 
especially those without much experience with our software, to get started with and benefi t 
from the products straightaway.

Exact Globe Next and Exact Synergy Enterprise are integrated software solutions whereby 
the modules of the related business processes function together in an integrated manner. 
Besides the user guides, there are several other information sources that are related to the 
software. You can access online help documents on Exact Globe Next and Exact Synergy 
Enterprise functionalities while working with the software by pressing the F1 key. The 
list of help documents also contain release notes related to the products. The documents 
mention the improvements and functional additions in the various releases of the products. 

You can also access the help documents, release notes, and other related documents online 
through the Exact Customer Portal on www.exact.com. The Customer Portal is a protected 
part of the Exact Software internet site, which has been specifi cally developed to provide 
you with information and to help you get the maximum yield from your software. This 
portal provides information about our contacts, downloads, FAQs, and the latest product 
news. We encourage you to use the portal as often as you wish. 

Thank you for using Exact Globe Next and Exact Synergy Enterprise, and this user guide! 
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1. Introduction

Exact PSA is a solution that automates the key business processes in organizations that deliver professional 
services to their customers (PSOs). 

Exact PSA is specifi cally suited for organizations that do project-based work with strict requirements 
on fl exible project management, correct hour or expense realizations, invoicing, and reporting. These 
organizations normally perform management consulting, IT consulting, or engineering consulting. 

Exact PSA covers most of the important processes of a PSA cycle, such as the following:

Professional Services Automation: Optimizing Project and Service Oriented Organizations by Rudolf Melik et al.
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Single solution and multiple ways of working

As a business automation suite for PSOs, Exact PSA automates the business processes that employees of a 
typical PSO go through in their daily work. 

Exact PSA works with two propositions by supporting two ways of working, such as on a broader horizontal 
proposition and a more specifi c vertical proposition. The differences between the two propositions are 
summarized in the following table:

Proposition Target market Key advantage Key process

Horizontal All PSOs that need 
a fl exible project 
administration suite.

Flexibility - Exact PSA can be implemented 
and confi gured to exactly match the ways of 
administration of a PSO.

Project administration

Vertical All PSOs that need 
an integrated project 
management suite.

Integration - Exact PSA does not only automate 
project management work but it is tightly 
integrated with other Exact Synergy Enterprise 
and Exact Globe Next functionalities, such as 
HRM, CRM, document management, workfl ow, 
cost control, invoicing, and others.

Project management

Exact PSA addresses the following:
 – The simple requirements of PSOs that only work with project administration, such as realizing hours or 

expenses, and invoice them quickly and correctly.
 – The advanced requirements of PSOs with larger or complex projects that require project management, 

such as budgeting and scope management.

Since both the main processes are covered by Exact PSA, this allows the PSOs to start the implementations 
with the simple project administration and use the more advanced project management functionalities in the 
future. 

Users of PSOs

With Exact PSA, employees in any fi eld can work with the system, such as the following:

Consultant An employee that delivers the actual service to the PSO customer.
Project manager An employee that is responsible for the delivery of the project and manages it on a daily 

basis.
Project supervisor A senior manager in a PSO or director that does not manage specifi c projects but 

oversees the execution of multiple projects in an organization.
Resource manager A line manager for the consultants. This person has consultants reporting to him/her 

in the organization and will take care of consultants’ non-project related availability 
requests.

Financial controller An employee that checks all the fi nancial data from the projects to ensure the projects 
are profi table and within the budget.

Hour planner An employee that is responsible for processing reservations and planning the hours of 
the consultants or project managers. This person is often a member of the project offi ce. 

Hour or expense approver An employee that approves hours or expenses. This person is often a member of the 
project offi ce.

Hour or expense invoicer An employee that is responsible for the trial or fi nal printing of invoices in the back 
offi ce and checks the consistency of the projects. This person is often a member of the 
project offi ce.
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Back offi ce fi nance and 
administration

An employee that is responsible for the trial or fi nal printing of the invoices in the back 
offi ce and checks the consistency of the projects. 

Administrator A technical resource in the PSO that confi gures and maintains Exact PSA for both Exact 
Synergy Enterprise and Exact Globe Next.

Supported project types

Exact PSA supports three project types and three types of invoicing, such as the following:

Project type Description Invoicing

Time and material A project where hours and expenses are 
realized as the project is executed and 
invoiced.

Individual realizations are grouped 
together and invoiced.

Fixed price A project where hours and expenses are 
realized as the project is executed but the 
invoiced amounts are defi ned upfront.

Individual realizations are not invoiced. 
Invoicing is done in bulk via terms (total 
amounts).

Internal A project where hours and expenses are 
realized as the project is executed but 
there is no external customer to invoice to.

None.

Key processes in project administration for hours and expenses realization and invoicing

The main process for project administration is called time & expense realization and billing, or time and billing 
process. This process involves defi ning realized hours and expenses incurred for the projects and invoicing the 
realized hours and expenses to the customers. 

Previously, Exact PSA was called Exact Time & Billing. However, from product updates 249 and 404 
onward, the solution has improved signifi cantly and more functionalities are offered. 

The time & expense realization and billing process consists the following:

Action Person Product

Planning of hours Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise

Entry and realization of hours or 
expenses

Consultant Exact Synergy Enterprise

Approval of realized hours or 
expenses

Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise

Preparation of invoiced proposals Invoice person Exact Synergy Enterprise

Preparation and sending of invoices Finance and administration employee Exact Globe Next

This process is supported by the rate structure for both sales prices and costs, and cost registrations in the back 
offi ce and reporting. It is also possible to plan the employees based on hours, days, and timeframes. 

Exact PSA is fl exible because each process step can be assigned to a different group of employees. For example, 
salary administration employees can approve hours instead of project managers, or managing directors can 
create invoice proposals instead of project controllers. Various roles and function rights can be assigned to the 
employees.
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Key processes in project management (from quotations to invoices)

The process in project management is called from quotations to invoices. This covers the most complex project 
setup. 

The project management process provides additional processes compared to the hours or expenses realization 
and invoicing process:

Action Person Product

Budget preparation Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise

Budget approval Project supervisor Exact Synergy Enterprise

Export of budget to the back offi ce Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise and Exact 
Globe Next

Scoping (creation of deliverables) Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise

Scoping (creation of WBS lines for 
activities and materials)

Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise

Corrections Consultant and Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise

Credit invoices Project manager and invoice person Exact Synergy Enterprise

Overtimes Consultant and Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise

Intercompany transactions Consultant and Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise

WIP transactions Consultant and Project manager Exact Synergy Enterprise

Reports are available for these processes.

Mobile usage

Exact PSA comes with a mobile application that can be used on both iOS and Android platforms. This 
application covers on-the-move needs for consultants whereby the actions only require a few seconds to 
complete. 

With the mobile application, consultants can do the following:
 – enter and realize planned hours,
 – enter and realize unplanned hours, and
 – enter and realize expenses.

The mobile application must be downloaded separately from the corresponding application store and linked to 
the Exact PSA installation. 
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Enhancements in product updates

For information on the contents of individual product updates, go to the release notes by clicking the About 
hyperlink at the top right of the screen (if Textual is defi ned at Appearance under Preferences) or the Exact 
Synergy Enterprise hyperlink at the bottom left of the screen (if Pictorial is defi ned at Appearance under 
Preferences).

 6 
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2. Exact PSA Settings

Since Exact PSA is a solution that is built on top of Exact Synergy Enterprise and Exact Globe Next, it is 
important that both of these products are installed and confi gured properly. Exact PSA has an array of 
settings of its own and most of them are pre-confi gured to most frequently used defaults. It is important 
that you review the settings to make sure that they are confi gured correctly to meet the needs of your specifi c 
organization.

Before using the Exact PSA solution, you are required to defi ne the general settings. These settings will control 
the user accessibility to activities involving hours and expenses, such as creating project rates and authorizing 
the labor hours. Not only that, you can specify the types of requests that will be used when requests are 
generated automatically by the system, which include credit invoices and travel expenses.

2.1 Important Prerequisites

Before proceeding to confi gure Exact PSA settings, the following prerequisites must be set up correctly:
 – Multiple currencies - All exchange rates to be used must be confi gured and maintained correctly in Exact 

Synergy Enterprise.
 – It is important that all project items for activities and material assortments are linked to the correct sales 

price and currency per country. Every item should have a standard sales price per country.

2.2 Roles and Function Rights

Exact PSA is designed to automate the daily work of the following people working in a professional services 
company:

 – Consultants
 – Project managers (at multiple levels of an organization)
 – Project controllers
 – Finance and administration employees

Each of these people needs a set of roles and function rights in order to use the functionality of Exact PSA, as 
displayed in the following table:

Person License role Role level

Consultant Hour entry (Exact Synergy Enterprise license 
role)

 Not used

Project manager Project manager (Exact Synergy license role) Project

Project controller Project manager (Exact Synergy Enterprise 
license role)

Cost center and higher

Finance and administration  
employee

Exact Globe Next specifi c roles Not used

Note: The Finance, Order, Invoice, Projects, XML Server Logistics, and XML Server Project 
modules in Exact Globe Next must be available to import Exact PSA invoice proposals from 
Exact Synergy Enterprise.  
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License roles can be given to any Exact Synergy Enterprise user, starting from the basic Synergy user, up to 
Employee self-service, CRM, and Professional users. License roles can be added to the Professional license 
role without any restrictions or additional charges. 

2.2.1 License roles

Exact PSA currently offers two license roles, which are:
 – YA1403 - Project manager, and 
 – YA1401 - Hour entry.

2.2.2 Function rights

Exact PSA currently has the following function rights that cover key activities of a professional services 
company:
a)  The following system roles (and the function rights linked) can be assigned to users with the Hour entry 

role:

Role Function right

Hour planning 889 – Plan hours & expenses

Project customization 899 – Customize person-specifi c project card

b)  The following system roles (and the function rights linked) can be assigned to users with the Project 
manager role:

Role Function right

Hour planning 889 – Plan hours & expenses

Project administration 889 – Plan hours & expenses
890 – Approve project hours & expenses
891 – Hour & expense invoicing
903 – Manage deliverables/WBS

Project customization 899 – Customize person-specifi c project card

Project invoicer 891 – Hour & expense invoicing

Project planner 889 – Plan hours & expenses
903 – Manage deliverables/WBS

User-defi ned role 900 – Realize hours for others

Note: Each role also serves as a marker, so that certain Exact PSA related function rights can 
only be assigned to the user that holds a corresponding role. For more information, see 
2.2.2 Function rights.

Chapter 2 | Exact PSA Settings
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You can defi ne roles with the following levels:
 – Project
 – Cost center
 – Cost center group
 – Division
 – Division group
 – Corporate

Depending on level selected, the function rights in the role will have effect only up to the selected level. For 
example, if you are assigned a role with the function right 890 - Approve project hours & expenses at the 
Division level, you will be able to approve project hours and expenses for all projects within your division. 
However, you can only be assigned this role if you already have the Project manager marker role.

2.3 Settings

In the Exact PSA settings, you can confi gure the following:
 – request types required for normal operations of the solution,
 – assortments to host different kinds of items needed by the solution,
 – specifi c behaviors for the Hours & expenses page,
 – intercompany and work-in-progress (WIP), and
 – other miscellaneous options.

2.3.1 Request types

Some request types are mandatory, while some are not. All mandatory request types must be confi gured before 
Exact PSA can be used.
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All requests are grouped in several categories of which the most important ones are:
 – Billable project hours, expenses or amounts, which can be invoiced to the customers.
 – Non-project hours, which are not related to any specifi c project and will not be invoiced to the customers.
 – Availability, which are hours that affect the amount of work an employee can do during the day and need 

to be taken into account during planning.

The following table describes the fi elds:

Request type name Description Default value

Hour planning This request type is used to plan, 
realize, and approve project hours. 
It is also used to prepare invoice 
proposal lines for project hours.

Apart from that, this request type is 
used for planning time slots, which 
are up to a maximum of 24 hours 
in the course of a single day (as 
opposed to the Capacity planning 
request type).

By default, this fi eld is defi ned when creating a 
database. The default request type is Hour planning 
& realization.

If this fi eld is blank, you can defi ne your own request 
type for this fi eld. Alternatively, you can import the 
standard Exact PSA request type defi nition for Hour 
planning & realization via XML and defi ne the 
imported request type at this fi eld.

Capacity planning This request type allows the project 
manager to provide a timeframe, 
within which an assignment should 
be completed, unlike the Hour 
planning & realization  request 
type which is use to plan a specifi c 
time slot. This timeframe can span 
as many days as needed, and needs 
to contain the total duration of 
hours that should be spent on it.

Subsequent realizations (and 
invoice proposal lines) for requests 
of this type are made via Hour 
planning & realization requests.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned when creating a 
database. The default request type is Capacity 
planning & realization.

If this fi eld is blank, you can defi ne your own request 
type for this fi eld. Alternatively, you can import 
the standard Exact PSA request type defi nition for 
Capacity planning & realization via XML and 
defi ne the imported request type at this fi eld.

Travel expenses This is the request type used to 
fi le travel expenses, both fi xed (for 
example, lodging expenses) and 
variables (for example, mileage) 
based on the amount fi lled on the 
Hours & expenses page.

It is possible to confi gure Hour 
planning & realization requests 
in such way that travel expenses 
are created automatically. For 
more information see 2.3.4 Other 
settings.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned when creating 
a database. The default request type is Travel 
expenses.

If this fi eld is blank, you can defi ne your own request 
type for this fi eld. Alternatively, you can import 
the standard Exact PSA request type defi nition for 
Travel expenses via XML and defi ne the imported 
request type at this fi eld.

Material & 
expenses

This is the request type used to 
fi le any other project expenses of 
project members (such as procured 
material) based on the amount fi lled 
on the Hours & expenses page.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned when creating a 
database. The default request type is Material & 
expenses.

If this fi eld is blank, you can defi ne your own request 
type for this fi eld. Alternatively, you can import 
the standard Exact PSA request type defi nition 
for Material & expenses via XML and defi ne the 
imported request type at this fi eld.

Chapter 2 | Exact PSA Settings
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Invoice proposal This is the request type used to 
group billable requests submitted 
by employees.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned when creating 
a database. The default request type is Invoice 
proposal.

Budget request This is the request type used by the 
project manager to get approval 
on allocation of cost and revenue 
budgets. 

This is a non-mandatory request 
type, and it enables the budget 
request functionality on the budget 
page when confi gured.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned when creating a 
database. The default request type is Budget request.

If this fi eld is blank, you can defi ne your own request 
type for this fi eld. Alternatively, you can import 
the standard Exact PSA request type defi nition for 
Budget request via XML and defi ne the imported 
request type at this fi eld.

Invoicing terms This is the request type used 
to invoice terms on fi xed price 
projects.

Examples of terms can be 
milestones, deliverables, or other 
agreements on which the project is 
invoiced.

It is important to confi gure a default 
invoicing term item in Other 
settings.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned when creating a 
database. The default request type is Invoicing 
terms.

If this fi eld is blank, you can defi ne your own request 
type for this fi eld. Alternatively, you can import 
the standard Exact PSA request type defi nition for 
Invoicing terms via XML and defi ne the imported 
request type at this fi eld.

Credit invoice This is the request type used to 
create credit invoices. 

By default, this fi eld is defi ned when creating a 
database. The default request type is Credit invoice.

If this fi eld is blank, you can defi ne your own request 
type for this fi eld. Alternatively, you can import 
the standard Exact PSA request type defi nition for 
Credit invoice via XML and defi ne the imported 
request type at this fi eld.

Sick leave This is the request type used for 
absences caused by sickness.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned based on the HRM 
settings.

Vacation This is the request type used for 
vacations and other paid leave days.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned based on the HRM 
settings.

Special leave This is the request type used for 
other kinds of leave, usually non-
paid ones.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned based on the HRM 
settings.

Maternity leave The request type used to plan 
maternity leave days.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned based on the HRM 
settings.

Credit days The request type used to credit days 
to employees.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned based on the HRM 
settings.

Week timesheet This is the request type used 
to group Hour planning & 
realization and non-project hours 
requests submitted by employees.

By default, this fi eld is defi ned when creating 
a database. The default request type is Week 
timesheet. Defi ning a request type enables the Week 
timesheet feature on the Hours and expenses page.

Removing this request type will disable the Week 
timesheet feature.
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Other availability 
request types

Any other additional request types 
that should be shown in planning 
pages and taken into account when 
calculating the availability of a 
person.

By default there are no additional availability request 
types confi gured.

Error notifi cation This is the request type used to send 
any error messages that took place 
in Exact PSA to an employee who 
can take corrective action, such as 
an administrator.

Default value is the request type 0 - task.

2.3.2 Assortments

Assortments in Exact Synergy Enterprise are collections of items. Items in Exact PSA are used to express 
among others project activities & materials, and deliverables.

Exact PSA requires at least two assortments to be confi gured in order to operate correctly. The following table 
describes the settings:

Setting Description

Activities & material This is the assortment with activities and materials that will be used across all projects. 

This assortment holds items that represent project activities (kinds of work that will 
be done on the project, such as consultancy, or senior project management) and project 
materials (kinds of objects that are typically used on the project, such as equipment, 
licenses, or expense types).

It is important that all items within this assortment are linked to the correct sales price 
and currency per country. Every item should have a standard sales price per country.

Deliverables This assortment will contain automatically created items that underpin project 
deliverables. 

Note: Labels for statuses and actions of all requests can be renamed to refl ect the naming 
conventions used in your professional services organization.

Chapter 2 | Exact PSA Settings
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2.3.3 Hour & expense entries

You can confi gure specifi c behaviors of the Hours & expenses page here. 

The following table describes the fi elds:

Setting Description Default value

Show project hours This setting determines whether the 
Project hours section will be displayed on 
the Hours & expenses page.

By default, this check box is selected.

Show non-project hours This setting determines whether the Non-
project hours section will be displayed on 
the Hours & expenses page.

By default, this check box is selected.

Show material & 
expenses

This setting determines whether the Other 
expenses section will be displayed on the 
Hours & expenses page.

By default, this check box is selected.

Show travel expenses This setting determines whether the Travel 
expenses section will be displayed on the 
Hours & expenses page.

By default, this check box is selected.

Allow saving of draft 
hours

This setting determines whether entered 
hours and expenses can be saved as draft 
before being sent for approval.

By default, this check box is selected.

Allow realizing hours on 
proposed projects

This setting determines whether it is 
possible to realize hours on projects in the 
Proposed status (in addition to the Active 
status).

By default, this check box is selected.

Allow submitting 
timesheets if previous 
weeks are still open

This setting determines whether employees 
can submit hour entries for the current 
week if timesheets for the previous weeks 
have not been submitted. This check box 
is available only if the Week timesheet 
feature is enabled.

By default, this check box is not 
selected.

Hide warnings for 
rejected or reopened 
requests older than

This setting determines if the warning 
messages for rejected or reopened requests 
are displayed or hidden on the Hours & 
expenses page. If 1, 2, 3, 4, or 8 is selected, 
the warning messages for rejected or 
reopened requests that are older than the 
selected week(s) will not be displayed.

By default, this fi eld is blank.

Policy This setting determines whether a Synergy 
Enterprise document with the policy on 
hour and expense entry will be available 
directly from the page.

By default, this fi eld is blank.
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2.3.4 Other settings

The following table describes the fi elds:

Setting Description Default value

Default fi xed price 
invoicing term

This setting determines the default item for the invoicing 
term requests on fi xed price projects. Only PSA labor 
hour items can be selected.

This is a mandatory setting, 
with no default value.

Default travel 
expenses item

This setting determines the item that will be used for 
travel expenses by default, when a travel expense request 
is created automatically.

 

This is a mandatory setting, 
with no default value.

Default budget 
buffer item

This setting determines the default item that will be used 
during creation of budget buffer lines.

This is a mandatory setting, 
with no default value.

Time interval 
(minutes)

This setting determines the smallest time interval for 
realization of hours in Exact PSA. Once enabled, all hour 
entries will be rounded off to the closest increment of this 
time interval.

There is a related setting under the request type settings 
that allows you to choose between the hour and minutes 
and decimal entry for time. To control that, go to the 
request type defi nition settings of the Hour planning 
& realization request. Under the Fields tab, for the 
Planned duration and the Realized duration fi elds, 
select either the Hours & minutes or Hours option at 
the Show fi eld under the Calculation section.

The default value is 15 
minutes. Other values are 
6, 10, and None. Selecting 
None will allow you to enter 
the time per minute.

Create travel 
expenses request 
when hours are

This setting determines exactly when a new Travel 
expenses request will be created automatically in relation 
to the status of the Hour planning & realization 
request. 

The default value is the fi rst 
step of the hour planning 
request. 
The Realized option will 
not be available if the Week 
timesheet feature is enabled.

Plan hours using This setting determines whether a project manager needs 
to specify both the start time and duration, or duration 
only when planning hours.

The default value is Duration 
only.

Chapter 2 | Exact PSA Settings
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Invoicing method This setting determines the invoice code that will be used 
in the preparation of invoice proposals.

The default value is Division, 
and it is possible to set up 
invoicing method per project. 

Purchase journal This setting determines which purchase journal in Exact 
Globe Next will be used to record purchase invoices when 
registering costs.

There is no default value.

Use gauges to 
display percentage 
of completion

When this check box is selected, the initial and current 
estimated values, planned, actual, and invoiced values 
on the WBS lines and WBS line pages are displayed 
in colored bars. Otherwise, the values are displayed in 
columns.

By default, this check box is 
not selected.

Enable 
intercompany & 
work in progress 
transactions

This check box enables or disables the intercompany and 
work-in-progress settings.

This setting enables the intercompany and work-in-
progress functionality in Exact PSA.

By default, this functionality 
is disabled.

Invoice code by project or division

By default, Exact Synergy Enterprise has the possibility to indicate which invoice code is used when importing 
invoices, per division, in Exact Globe Next. This standard functionality results in all invoices using the same 
invoice code. This is often an unwanted situation for fi nancial departments. Therefore, you have a choice 
between the following:

 – When the Division option is selected, the standard functionality will be maintained.
 – When the Project option is selected, the Assortment fi eld will be displayed, as shown in the following:

This option refers to the assortment that is used to determine the invoice code. Each new invoicing method 
is kept as an item in this assortment. It will be displayed on the project card as a new fi eld, as shown in the 
following:
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2.3.5 Intercompany settings

Once the Enable intercompany & work-in-progress transactions setting is enabled, additional settings for 
intercompany transactions become available, as displayed in the following:

Setting Description Default value

Hour planning This setting allows you to defi ne 
which request type you want to use 
when hours have to be charged from 
the division of the person to the 
division of the project (this is when 
the division of the person differs 
from the division of the project).

The default intercompany hour 
planning request that is shipped with 
Exact PSA.

Travel expenses This setting allows you to defi ne 
which request type you want to 
use when travel expenses have to 
be charged from the division of the 
person to the division of the project 
(this is when the division of the 
person differs from the division of 
the project).

The default intercompany travel 
expenses request that is shipped with 
Exact PSA.

Material & expenses This setting allows you to defi ne 
which request type you want to use 
when material and expenses have to 
be charged to the person’s division 
by the project division (this is when 
the division of the person differs 
from the division of the project).

The default material & expenses 
request that is shipped with Exact 
PSA.

Intercompany item: Free fi eld This setting allows you to enable 
a free fi eld on a project card that 
will contain a specifi c item for 
intercompany transactions.

Free fi eld 10.

Caution: If you are working with a completely new installation of Exact PSA and have started 
editing the settings, you will not be able to save the settings without fi lling out all the 
mandatory fi elds.

However, if you have not checked the new settings after an upgrade, Exact PSA will not 
allow you to run it with an incomplete confi guration. When a user executes an action 
that relies on a mandatory setting that was not defi ned, an error message will be shown, 
with a link to settings. 

Chapter 2 | Exact PSA Settings
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3. New Projects

All Exact PSA functionalities are centered around projects. All work that can be done in Exact PSA is project-
based work. Hence, Exact PSA makes wide use of existing project functionalities in Exact Synergy Enterprise 
and Exact Globe Next, while enhancing these with additional features.

3.1 Project Types

Exact PSA projects build upon existing project structures in Exact Synergy Enterprise. You can create Fixed 
price, Time & material, or Internal project types.

3.1.1 Time & material

For Time & material project types, you can invoice hours and expenses as they are realized and approved. 
Project costs will be registered in Exact Globe Next immediately after approval.

To create projects of the Time & material type:
1. Go to Projects  Entry  Project.
2. Under the General section at Type, select the Time & material option. The following page will be 

displayed:

3. At Code, type the code for the project. 
4. At Description, type a description for the project. 
5. At Security level, select a security level for the project. This limits the access to the project card. 
6. At Manager, type or select the manager in charge of the project.
7. At Start date - End date, type or select the start and end dates of the project.
8. At Status, select Active, Blocked, Completed, or Proposed to indicate the status of the project. 
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9. Select the Use deliverables & WBS check box if you want to use deliverables and work breakdown 
structure for the project.

10. Under the Financial section at Cost center, type or select the code of the cost center (if any), linked to the 
project.

11. At Cost unit, type or select the code of the cost unit, if any, linked to the project.
12. At Billing currency, type or select the billing currency used for the project.
13. At WIP method, select the WIP method or calculation used for the project.
14. At Invoice to, select Account, Parent account, Reseller, or No invoice as the default invoice value 

where the invoice is to be sent. 
15. At Invoice proposal line grouping, select the way to group the invoicing lines in the invoice that will be 

sent to Exact Globe Next for this project.
16. At Your reference, type the reference to be displayed on the invoice for the project.
17. Under the Contract section at Ordered by, type or select the code of an account linked to the project. 

Once selected, the same account will be automatically fi lled at Delivery to and Invoice to. The default 
contact person will also be automatically fi lled at the respective Contact person fi elds.

18. At Division, type or select the division linked to the project.
19. At Parent, type or select the parent of the project.
20. At Invoicing method, type or select the invoice code used to import invoices to Exact Globe Next for the 

project.
21. Click Save to save the project or Save + New to save the project and create another project.

Note: All project administration and project management operations can only be carried out only 
if the project status is Active. An exception to this can be confi gured in the Exact PSA 
settings, which will allow project members to enter hours on projects with the Proposed 
status as well.

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.

Chapter 3 | New Projects
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3.1.2 Fixed price

For the Fixed price project types, you will have to create invoicing terms, and bill them to the customers. 
Just like with the Time & material project types, your project costs will be registered in Exact Globe Next 
immediately after approval.

To create projects of the Fixed price type:
1. Go to Projects  Entry  Project. 
2. Under the General section at Type, select the Fixed price option. The following page will be displayed:

3. At Code, type the code for the project. 
4. At Description, type a description for the project. 
5. At Security level, select a security level for the project. This limits the access to the project card.
6. At Manager, type or select the manager in charge of the project.
7. At Start date - End date, type or select the start and end dates of the project.
8. At Status, select Active, Blocked, Completed, or Proposed to indicate the status of the project. By 

default, Proposed is selected.

9. Select the Use deliverables & WBS check box if you want to use deliverables and work breakdown 
structure for the project.

10. Under the Financial section at Cost center, type or select the code of the cost center (if any), linked to the 
project.

11. At Cost unit, type or select the code of the cost unit, if any, linked to the project.
12. At Billing currency, type or select the billing currency used for the project.
13. At WIP method, select the WIP method or calculation used for the project.

Note: All project administration and project management operations can only be carried out only 
if the project status is Active. An exception to this can be confi gured in the Exact PSA 
settings, which will allow project members to enter hours on projects with the Proposed 
status as well.
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14. At Invoice to, select Account, Parent account, Reseller, or No invoice as the default invoice value 
where the invoice is to be sent. 

15. At Your reference, type the reference to be displayed on the invoice for the project.
16. Under the Contract section at Ordered by, type or select the code of an account linked to the project. 

Once selected, the same account will be automatically fi lled at Delivery to and Invoice to. The default 
contact person will also be automatically fi lled at the respective Contact person fi elds. 

17. At Division, type or select the division linked to the project.
18. At Parent, type or select the parent of the project.
19. At Invoicing method, type or select the invoice code used to import invoices to Exact Globe Next for the 

project.
20. Click Save to save the project or Save + New to save the project and create another project.

3.1.3 Internal

If you do not intend to invoice any customer, but want to track of all costs and make use of the budgeting, 
scoping, and other Exact PSA project administration and project management functionalities, you can create 
an Internal type project, with the Register hours & costs on this project check box selected.

To create projects of the Internal type:
1. Go to Projects  Entry  Project. 
2. Under the General section at Type, select the Internal option. The following page will be displayed:

3. Select the Register hours & costs on this project check box to register hours and costs for the Internal 
type projects.

4. At Code, type the code for the project. 
5. At Description, type a description for the project. 
6. At Security level, select a security level for the project. This limits the access to the project card.
7. At Manager, type or select the manager in charge of the project.
8. At Start date - End date, type or select the start and end dates of the project.
9. At Status, select Active, Blocked, Completed, or Proposed to indicate the status of the project.

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.

Chapter 3 | New Projects
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10. Select the Use deliverables & WBS check box if you want to use deliverables and work breakdown 
structure for the project.

11. Under the Financial section at Cost center, type or select the code of the cost center (if any), linked to the 
project.

12. At Cost unit, type or select the code of the cost unit, if any, linked to the project.
13. At WIP method, select the WIP method or calculation used for the project.
14. Under the Contract section at Division, type or select the division linked to the project.
15. At Parent, type or select the parent of the project.
16. At Invoicing method, type or select the invoice code used to import invoices to Exact Globe Next for the 

project.
17. Click Save to save the project or Save + New to save the project and create another project.

3.2 Project Cards

The project card displays the master data of a project. Whenever you create a project, a new card is 
automatically created containing the initial information registered, such as the contract, fi nancial, and other 
information. The project card displays the registered information and also incorporates other information 
related to the project, such as the children, members of the project, and recent requests related to the project. 
You can click the links under the Project monitor section to view or modify other project related information.

3.2.1 Project monitor

The Project monitor section on the project card consolidates all the links associated with the creation, 
management, and reporting of a particular project. It allows users to quickly and conveniently access the 
functionalities of Exact PSA, such as budgeting and hour approval. Visibility of certain hyperlinks in the 
Project monitor section is dependent on the customized, types of projects, settings and function rights 
available to a user. 

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.

Note: All project administration and project management operations can only be carried out 
only if the project status is Active. An exception to this can be confi gured in the Exact 
PSA settings, which will allow project members to enter hours on projects with the 
Proposed status as well.
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Start up column

This column contains hyperlinks related to the creation of a project. The following describes the hyperlinks:

Hyperlink Description

Accounts Click this to obtain an overview of accounts linked to the project or link the project to other 
accounts available in the Customers module.

Activities & 
material

Click this to view and/or defi ne activities and materials that will be used in a project. This helps 
to ensure that only relevant and related items will be used in the scope of the project.

Note: This is available only if you have the Project manager role (with projects assigned).

Rates Click this to view and/or create project rates for the project.

Note: This is available only if you have the Project manager role (with projects assigned).

Deliverables & 
WBS lines

Click this to view and/or create project deliverables for the project.

Budget Click this to view and/or create project budgets for the project.

Note: This is available only if you have the Project manager role (with projects assigned).

Execution column

This column contains hyperlinks related to the management of a project. The following describes the 
hyperlinks:

Hyperlink Description

Planning Click this to view the planning as well as the capacity and availability of employees to 
be planned for the project.

Hour & expense entry Click this to defi ne hours or expenses.

Hour & expense 
approval

Click this to approve or reject the selected hours for the project.

New invoicing terms Click this to create invoicing terms for a project. This is only available for Fixed price 
projects.

Invoice proposals Click this to obtain an overview of billable Exact PSA requests and also to invoice the 
requests.

Workfl ow Click this to obtain an overview of requests linked to the project. You can link requests 
to projects if the Project fi eld is added to the corresponding request type defi nition.

Documents Click this to obtain an overview of documents linked to the project.

Credit invoices Click this to obtain an overview of invoiced amounts, credit invoices, and correction 
invoices. You can also create credit invoices.

Chapter 3 | New Projects
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Reporting column

This column contains hyperlinks related to the reporting of a project. The following describes the hyperlinks:

Hyperlink Description

Opportunities Click this obtain an overview of opportunities related to the project.

Transactions Click this to obtain an overview of the fi nancial transaction report for the project. 
Transactions need to be imported from Exact Globe Next.

Invoices Click this to obtain an overview of the amount defi ned in requests for a project.

Reports At this page, you can obtain an overview of the reports available for this project.

3.2.2 Tabs

The Members, Child projects, Workfl ow, Invoices, Remarks, and Report tabs in the project card allows 
you to view the project members, child projects, workfl ow, invoices, remarks, and reports linked to the project. 

The following describes the functions of each tab:

Tab Description

Members This tab displays the details of the project members, such as the name, job title, division, 
country, and start and end dates of the membership validity. Click the hyperlinked name and 
division to view the corresponding personal and division cards. If you have the necessary 
function rights and roles, you can click New to add a new member or click Edit to maintain an 
existing member. The icons are described below:

 – This indicates that the corresponding person is the manager of the project and hence, 
cannot be removed from the project. A project manager is automatically added as a project 
member. 

 – This indicates that the corresponding person is the account manager for the project and 
hence, cannot be removed from the project. An account manager is automatically added as a 
project member. 

 – Click this to remove a member who is not a project manager or account manager. 

Child projects This tab displays the details of the children of the project, such as the project code, status, 
description, project manager, and the planned start and end dates of the projects. You can 
click the hyperlinked project code and project manager to view the corresponding project and 
personal card. If you are a member of the project, you can click Add to an existing project as 
child project or click New to create a child project. Click  to delete the corresponding child 
project.
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Workfl ow This tab displays the details of the requests recently created for the project, such as the start 
and end dates, person, planned hours, type, description, and status. You can create requests at 
Workfl ow  Entry  Requests  Requests: New. Click the hyperlink in the Person column 
and description in the Description column to view the corresponding personal card and 
request. The icons are described below:

 – This indicates that the corresponding request has been completed. Completed requests are 
requests that have completed the fi nal stage of the workfl ow process. 

 – This indicates that the corresponding request is still incomplete. 

Remarks This displays remarks added for the project. You can add remarks by clicking the Edit button.

Invoices This displays the top 10 normal invoices belonging to the project and does not include credit 
notes.

Note: This tab will not be displayed if the project is not a PSA project (projects with the Type 
fi eld defi ned as Internal in the General section).

Report This is a user-defi ned tab which allows you to view or add reports on the project card. To 
add this tab, click New tab in the customize mode and select the Report option. You can 
customize the name for this tab.

3.2.3 Customizing project cards

Project cards can be customized by selecting the fi elds and links that you want to be displayed in the project 
card. 

To customize project cards, function right 322 - Maintain project settings or 899 - Customize person-
specifi c project card is needed. Function right 322 - Maintain project settings will allow you to customize 
project cards on a corporate level while function right 899 - Customize person-specifi c project card will 
allow you to customize project cards on a personal level.

To customize project cards:
1. On the related project card, click the Customize icon. You will see the following page:

2. Select or clear the required check boxes.
3. Click Save to save the customized settings, and then click Close to exit.

Chapter 3 | New Projects
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To add tabs on project cards:
1. On the related project card, click the   Customize icon.
2. Under the Tab section, click New tab. You will see the following page:

3. At Tab name, type the required name for the new tab.
4. At Tab content, select one of the following options for the content of the new tab:

–  Report - Select this option to add a report on the project card.
–  Pivot analysis - Select this to add a pivot analysis on the project card.
–  Search template - Select this to add a search template on the project card.
–  Document - Select this to add an Exact Synergy Enterprise document on the project card.

5. Click Add.
6. Click Save to save the settings and Close to exit.

To remove tabs from project cards:
1. On the related project card, click the  Customize icon.
2. Under the Tab section, click the 

the
Delete icon on the relevant tab.

3. Click Save to save the settings and Close to exit.

Adding project members

As a project manager, you can add members to an Exact PSA project the same way as to any Exact Synergy 
Enterprise project, that is, via the project card.

You can also add a new member using the People search. From the HRM: Search – People page, search for the 
people, select the check boxes next to the respective people, and then click the Add to project button.

To add project members via project cards:
1. On the project card, click the Members tab.
2. Under the Members tab, click New. The following page will be displayed:

3. At Person, type or select the person you want to add to the project.
4. At Start date - End date, type or select the duration of involvement for the selected person in the project.
5. Select the Notify member? check box to notify the person.
6. Click Save to add the person to the project or click Save + New to add another person.

To remove members from the project, you will need to go back to the project card.

Note: Only user-defi ned tabs can be deleted.

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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Adding child projects

To break down a complex project into sub-projects, or management stages, you will need to use child projects. 
Child projects can be created directly from the project card via the Child projects tab, or, if you are scoping the 
project with the help of deliverables, when creating a deliverable. When working with deliverables, the child 
project should always be created at the deliverable. The child project can be created after saving the deliverable. 
The deliverable and all its sub-deliverables will be created in the child project, which will then be linked to the 
main project.

To add child projects via project cards:
1. On the project card, click the Child projects tab.
2. Under the Child projects tab, click Add. You will see the following page:

3. Defi ne the required search criteria and click Search.
4. Select the required project in the Project column.

To create child projects via project cards:
1. On the project card, click the Child projects tab.
2. Under the Child projects tab, click New. You will see the following page:

3. Defi ne the relevant fi elds. 
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4. Click Save to save the new child project or click Save + New to create another child project.

To delete child projects via project cards:
1. On the project card, click the Child projects tab.
2. Click the  Remove icon next to the required project listing. A notifi cation with the message, "Are 

you sure you want to delete this child project?" will be displayed.
3. Click OK.

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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4. Activities and Rates

In the project cards, activities and rates can be viewed for the selected project. 

4.1 Activities

Since a typical professional services organization derives most of its costs and revenues from realizing and 
invoicing hours, Exact PSA provides several functionalities to support this.

In an Exact PSA project, all hours that project members work on are split into multiple categories, called 
activities.  Activities are types of services that project members can deliver, such as consultancy, project 
management, and others.

In Exact Synergy Enterprise and Exact Globe Next, an activity is a labor hour item, with a code, a name, a cost, 
and a sales price, as well as other attributes. The following is an example of a labor hour item:

You can view project activities via the related project card by clicking on the Activities & material hyperlink 
under the Project monitor section, as displayed in the following: 
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In order to use activities, the following should be done:
 – Labor hour items must be created for each activity that will be used in the company. For more information, 

see Creating and modifying items (ID 15.428.597) on your Exact Synergy Enterprise.
 – Assortments with these labor hour items or activities must be confi gured under the Assortments section 

in the Exact PSA settings, as displayed in the following:

For more information, see 2.3.2 Assortments.

Once properly confi gured, Exact PSA can make a distinction between project activities and personal activities.

Project activities

Project activities are activities from the list of assortments confi gured in the Exact PSA settings that may be 
used on the related project. In other words, no project member will be able to enter hours on any activities 
other than the ones defi ned in project activities on the project card.

Personal activities

Personal activities are activities from the list of assortments confi gured in the Exact PSA settings that may be 
used by the related person. In other words, no project member will be able to enter hours on any activities other 
than the ones defi ned in personal activities on the personal card.

Note: If no personal or project activities are defi ned on the corresponding personal or project 
card, then all activities defi ned in the Exact PSA settings are allowed to be used by the 
person and in the project. 

If a project member has activities X, Y, and Z defi ned in his personal card, and activities Y, 
Z, and Q are defi ned as project activities, he will only be able to realize hours on activities 
Y and Z, which is the intersection of both sets.

Chapter 4 | Activities and Rates
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When an activity is used in rates, requests, work breakdown structure (WBS) lines, or budget lines, it will be 
automatically be added to activities and materials list at the project card.

Multiple currencies

Exact PSA allows multiple currencies to be used in any project. That means that:
 – All currencies (and exchange rates) which can be used on a project have to be confi gured in Exact Synergy 

Enterprise. For more information, see Chapter 2 Exact PSA Settings.
 – Project managers can defi ne the billing currency, the currency in which the project invoices will be created 

in. For more information, see Chapter 3 New Projects.
 – The Invoice proposals page will show the amounts in both project and billing currencies.
 – Project members can choose the currency other than default billing currency when entering expenses. 

Only currencies that have been confi gured can be chosen. 
 – All expenses in currencies other than the billing currency will be automatically converted using the 

exchange rate based on the date specifi ed in the corresponding request. By default, it is the date on which 
the request is realized.
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4.2 Rates

On top of default costs and sales prices of activities (via labor hour items), additional rates can be defi ned to 
allow fl exible billing rules.

A rate is a pairing of both the sales price and the cost assigned to a combination of criteria, such as a 
person, project, customer, or activity. All rates have a date range and follow a defi ned order, starting from the 
most important:

 – Project + person + activity
 – Project + person
 – Project + activity
 – Project + person + activity of the parent project (if applicable)
 – Project + person of the parent project (if applicable)
 – Project + activity of the parent project (if applicable)
 – Customer + activity
 – Person + activity
 – Person
 – Activity

With this setup, rates in Exact PSA are grouped according to three categories, namely personal rates, customer 
rates, and project rates. When the system needs to look up a specifi c rate to defi ne the sales price of a billable 
hour, it starts from the top of the list and progresses down until the fi rst non-zero match is found. In cases 
where no rates have been defi ned in the system, the sales price and the cost of an item that represents an 
activity is used.

You can always check what is the current applicable rate when looking at the Hour planning & realization 
request. When you mouse over the  icon next to the Amount to invoice fi eld, a tool tip with the applicable 
rate will be displayed.

You can add, remove, and edit rates in the same way in three locations:
 – Personal rates can be maintained from the personal card.
 – Customer rates can be maintained from the customer card.
 – Customer and project rates can be maintained from the project card.

Note: Only the project manager will be able to see the cost.

Chapter 4 | Activities and Rates
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4.2.1 Adding rates

To add rates, you will need to defi ne the criteria, such as person, project, activity, or customer (depending on 
the rate) and the rate’s range, cost, and sales price.

The range of the rate defi nes the period which will be taken into account when determining the cost and the 
sales price of the hour.

Note that “0” is valid value for both cost and sales price. At the same time, you can confi gure Exact PSA to not 
take into account the cost or sales price of this rate when determining the applicable rate and to skip to the next 
level in the hierarchy (as described in the beginning of this chapter). To do so, select the No value option, and 
the sales price or the cost of the rate will be skipped, in favor of the next available rate.

To add personal rates:
1. On the project card under the Project monitor section, click Rates. You will see the following page:

2. Under the Members section in the Name column, click the name of the related person.
3. On the personal card, click Personal rates.

Note: You cannot defi ne the cost for a customer rate.
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4. On the Personal rates page, under the Personal rates section, click New. You will see the following page:

5. On the Personal rate page, select the Activity option to defi ne an activity rate, or the Material option 
to defi ne a material rate for the person. Depending on your selection, the subsequent fi eld will either be 
Activity or Material. 

6. At Activity or Material, type or select an item.
7. At Start date - End date, type or select a date range for the rate.
8. At Sales price, type or select a currency, and then defi ne a sales price for the personal rate during the 

specifi ed period. Alternatively, you can select No value for the system to skip this when searching through 
the rates hierarchy for the sales price.

9. At Cost, type or select a currency, and then defi ne a cost for the personal rate during the specifi ed period. 
Alternatively, you can select No value for the system to skip this when searching through rates hierarchy 
for the cost.

To add project rates:
1. On the project card, under the Project monitor section, click Rates. 
2. Under the Project rates section, click New. You will see the following page:

3. On the Project rate page, select the Activity option to defi ne an activity rate, or the Material option to 
defi ne a material rate for the project. Depending on your selection, the fi eld after Person will either be 
Activity or Material. 

4. At Person, type or select a person.
5. At Activity or Material, type or select an item.
6. At Start date - End date, type or select a date range for the rate.
7. At Sales price, type or select a currency, and then defi ne a sales price for the project rate during the 

specifi ed period. Alternatively, you can select No value for the system to skip this when searching through 
the rates hierarchy for the sales price.

Note: All fi elds with the "!" icon are mandatory.
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8. At Cost, type or select a currency, and then defi ne a cost for the project rate during the specifi ed period. 
Alternatively, you can select No value for the system to skip this when searching through rates hierarchy 
for the cost.

To add customer rates:
1. On the project card under the Project monitor section, click Rates. 
2. At the Customer rates section, click New. You will see the following page:

3. On the Customer rate page, select the Activity option to defi ne an activity rate, or the Material option 
to defi ne a material rate for the project. Depending on your selection, the subsequent fi eld will either be 
Activity or Material. 

4. At Activity or Material, type or select an item.
5. At Start date - End date, type or select a date range for the rate.
6. At Sales price, type or select a currency, and then defi ne a sales price for the customer rate during the 

specifi ed period. Alternatively, you can select No value for the system to skip this when searching through 
the rates hierarchy for the sales price.

4.2.2 Applying rates

When a rate is adjusted after it has been used in hour planning, the hours will be saved in the request with the 
wrong rate. By applying rates, you will ensure the correct, adjusted rates are used.

To apply rates:
1. On the project card under the Project monitor section, click Rates.
2. Click Apply rates. A notifi cation with the message, “Apply updated rates to all unapproved hour 

planning, material & expenses and travel expenses requests for this project?” will be displayed.
3. Click Yes.

Note:  – If you defi ne both the Person and Activity (or Material) fi elds, you will create a 
project rate that is applicable for the related project, the defi ned person and the defi ned 
item. If you defi ne only one of the fi elds, the project rate will only be applicable for the 
related project and the defi ned person or defi ned item.

 – All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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4.2.3 Adjusting end dates

Quite often price agreements are prolonged. The End date functionality makes it possible to adjust existing 
data at once in bulk. 

To adjust end dates:
1. On the project card under the Project monitor section, click Rates.
2. On the Project rates page, click End date. The End date section will be displayed on the Project rates 

page, as shown in the following:

3. At Current end date, type or select the current end date.
4. At New end date, type or select the new end date.
5. At Apply to, select one or more of the following options:

–  Project - Select this option to apply the new end date to the project.
–  Members - Select this option to apply the new end date to the project members.
–  Project rates - Select this option to apply the new end date to the project rates.
–  Customer rates - Select this option to apply the new end date to the customer rates.

6. Click Save to save the settings.

4.2.4 Overlapping rates

It is likely that a new rate is created for an item on a date for which a rate already exists. Exact PSA handles 
these situations intelligently.

If the end date of the new rate is further in the future, a new line will be created with the entered date as the 
start date and the entered end date as the end date. Next, the end date of the existing line will be changed to one 
day before the start date of the new line. This prevents the rates from overlapping.

If for instance, a discounted rate is applicable on a specifi c date, and this rate is entered on a date where the 
standard rate already applies, this line will be created anyway. At the same time, the existing line is ended one 
day before the start of the discounted rate and a new line is automatically generated with the start date set to 
one day after the discounted rate ends and the end date set to the original end date.

Note: The changes made will only be applied to all selected data which has the current end date.
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4.2.5 Overtimes

Overtime items can be linked to other PSA activities in the item card. When an overtime item is linked to a 
PSA activity, the overtime item becomes available in all places where the PSA activity is available. This makes 
registering of overtime items on a project possible without linking them to a project or person.

You can add overtime items to the item by clicking the Overtime hyperlink under the Monitor section in the 
item card.
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5. Budgets, Deliverables, and Work    
 Breakdown Structure (WBS)

5.1 Budgets

Exact PSA allows project managers to create and maintain a project budget to keep track of all budgeted costs 
and revenues.

The Project budget page is accessible from the project card via the Budget hyperlink under the Project 
monitor section. It is integrated with project activities (see Chapter 4 Activities and Rates) and work 
breakdown structure (WBS). The following is an example of a typical project budget:

5.1.1 General section
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The General section shows general information about the project and several key budget parameters. The 
following describes the fi elds:

Fields Description

Project This displays the name of the project. Click the hyperlinked name to view the 
corresponding project card. 

Customer This displays the name of the customer linked to the project. Click the hyperlinked name 
to view the corresponding account card.

Manager This displays the name of the manager of the project. Click on the hyperlinked name to 
view the corresponding person card. 

Start date - End date This displays duration of the project.

Update with WBS Select this check box to compare values from the budget and WBS for each activity and 
material related to the project.

5.1.2 Budget requests section

The Budget requests section displays all the budget requests and related information, created for this project. 
The section will only be displayed if the corresponding request type has been defi ned under the Request types 
section of the Exact PSA settings. 

You can also create budget requests by clicking the Request budget button. When you create a budget request 
from here, the Revenue budget and Cost budget fi elds under the Budget details section of the Budget 
request will be automatically defi ned based on the total cost and revenue of the budget lines.

5.1.3 Budget lines section

In this section, you can break down your total cost and total revenue budgets into individual budget lines across 
three categories, namely activities, material, and buffer. There are two ways of creating a budget, which is either 
from WBS lines, or manually, line by line, via the New button.
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For each line, you will need to select the category, defi ne the description, the range, the duration for activity 
or quantity for material budget lines, as well as the cost and revenue budget amounts. Buffer lines allow you to 
enter lump amounts. All these values are shown in the Budget lines section in the corresponding columns. 

Once you have fi nished populating the budget with specifi c lines, the bottom part of the Budget lines section 
will give you a quick overview of the budget totals, as seen in the following example:

Total budgeted lines displays the sum of all cost and/or revenue amounts in individual budget lines. 

Once the work breakdown structure is defi ned, the project manager can select the Update with WBS check 
box under the General section to compare WBS lines with budget lines, as displayed in the following example: 

In this view, the Budgeted, Cost budget, and Revenue budget columns are complemented by the WBS cost 
and WBS revenue columns, which display the amounts from the project WBS. All individual lines under the 
same activity, material, or buffer are consolidated into a single line to allow comparison.

For the totals, Total lines is the sum of all cost and revenue amounts of consolidated budget lines and WBS 
lines shown on the page. Difference between budgeted lines & WBS totals is the difference between total 
cost and/or revenue calculated for all consolidated budgeted lines, and the total for all consolidated WBS lines.

Note: In order to create a budget from WBS lines, the Use deliverables & WBS check box on 
the related project card must be selected and WBS lines have been previously created. The 
Create from WBS button will be displayed on the Project budget page upon fulfi llment 
of these two criteria.
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To create activity budget lines:
1. On the project card under the Project monitor section, click Budget.
2. On the Project budget page under the Budget lines section, click New.
3. On the Budget line page under the General section, select the Activity option. You will see the 

following page:

4. At Activity, type or select an item.
5. At Description, type a short description for the activity budget line.
6. At Start date - End date, type or select a duration for the activity budget line.
7. At Budgeted duration, type the amount for the budgeted duration.
8. Under the Cost budget section at Amount, type the amount of the budgeted cost. The amount is 

prefi lled with the calculated amount based on the applicable rate.
9. Under the Revenue budget section at Amount, type the amount of the budgeted revenue. The amount is 

prefi lled with the calculated amount based on the applicable rate.

Note:  – If there are activities or material added previously, you can only select those items.. If 
not it will be fi ltered according to assortments confi gured in the Exact PSA settings.

 – All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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To create material budget lines:
1. On the project card under the Project monitor section, click Budget.
2. On the Project budget page under the Budget lines section, click New.
3. On the Budget line page under the General section, select the Material option. You will see the 

following page:

4. At Item, type or select an item.
5. At Description, type a short description for the material budget line.
6. At Start date - End date, type or select a duration for the material budget line.
7. At Budgeted quantity, type the amount for the material budget line.
8. Under the Cost budget section at Amount, type the amount of the budgeted cost. The amount is 

prefi lled with the calculated amount based on the applicable rate.
9. Under the Revenue budget section at Amount, type the amount of the budgeted revenue. The amount is 

prefi lled with the calculated amount based on the applicable rate.

Note:  – If there are activities or material added previously, you can only select those items. If 
not, it will be fi ltered according to assortments confi gured in the Exact PSA settings.

 – All fi elds marked the “!” icon are mandatory.
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To create buffer lines:
1. On the project card under the Project monitor section, click Budget.
2. On the Project budget page under the Budget lines section, click New.
3. On the Budget line page under the General section, select the Buffer option. You will see the following 

page:

4. At Activity/Material, type or select an item.
5. At Description, type a short description for the buffer budget line.
6. At Start date – End date, type or select a duration for the buffer budget line.
7. Under the Cost budget section at Amount, type the amount of the budgeted cost.
8. Under the Revenue budget section, at Amount, type the amount of the budgeted revenue.

Note:  – If there are activities or material added previously, you can only select those items. If 
not, it will be fi ltered according to assortments confi gured in the Exact PSA settings.

 – All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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5.2 Deliverables and WBS

5.2.1 Product breakdown structure (PBS)

Exact PSA provides the possibility to create and manage the project scope using the technique from PRINCE2 
project management method, which is the product breakdown structure (PBS).

In this technique, the project scope is broken down into individual products until the smallest are discovered, 
and the project manager can estimate the duration of activities and quantities of material needed to deliver 
those products, as displayed in the following example:

In Exact PSA, products are called deliverables, and are accessible to the project manager from the project card if 
the Use deliverables & WBS check box is selected on the related project card. If this check box is not selected, 
project manager can use budgets, but not deliverables and WBS.
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5.2.2 Creating main deliverables

When you create a project and access the Project deliverables page for the fi rst time, you will be prompted to 
create a main deliverable. Each project must have a main deliverable as it represents the complete result of the 
whole project. Later the project manager can break it down into smaller and better defi ned deliverables via the 
New button on the Project deliverables page.

For each deliverable, you should defi ne the code and description in order to identify it quickly. 

A project manager can also defi ne the item to underpin a new deliverable, or to keep it empty (in this case, an 
item will be created automatically and placed into the assortment confi gured in the Exact PSA settings, as 
specifi ed in Chapter 2 Exact PSA Settings).

A project manager should reuse the same item when he runs a project similar to the existing ones. Then, if all 
similar deliverables (for example, BLUEPRINTS) have the same item backing them, it becomes possible to 
create reports to compare how this item is realized across similar projects so that project performance can be 
assessed.

To create main deliverables:
1. On the related project card under the General section, select the Use deliverables & WBS check box.
2. Under the Project monitor section, click Deliverables & WBS lines. You will see the following 

notifi cation: 

3. Select the Create main deliverable option.
4. At Code, type a code for main deliverable.
5. At Description, type a short description for the main deliverable.
6. At Item, type or select an item.
7. Click OK.
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To copy deliverables from another project:
1. On the related project card under the General section, select the Use deliverables & WBS check box.
2. Under the Project monitor section, click Deliverables & WBS lines. You will see the following 

notifi cation: 

3. Select the Copy deliverables from another project option. You will see the following:

4. At Project, select or type the project to copy from.
5. Select the Also copy WBS lines check box to copy the WBS lines.
6. Click OK.
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Creating deliverables

A typical populated Project deliverables page looks like the following:

In addition to standard columns with deliverable codes and descriptions, statuses, items, projects, and date 
ranges, the page contains the total estimated cost and revenue of the deliverable based on the estimated 
activities and material in its WBS. The estimated cost and revenue are calculated based on the rates and item 
prices. Any person related rates are omitted from the calculation since the person is unknown for the WBS 
lines. For each deliverable, a margin is calculated from these estimations. The totals for the main deliverable 
represent the totals for the whole project.

It is also possible to create a child project directly when editing a deliverable. This allows the project manager 
to extract parts of the product breakdown structure into separate stages and manage them separately, while 
consolidating all totals in the main project.

To create deliverables: 
1. On the related project card under the Project monitor section, click Deliverables & WBS lines.
2. On the Project deliverables page under the Deliverables section, click New. You will see the following 

page:
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3. Under the General section at Code, type a code for the deliverable.
4. At Description, type a short description for the deliverable.
5. At Item, type or select an item to be linked to the deliverable.
6. At Parent deliverable, type or select the parent deliverable (if any) for the deliverable.
7. The Project fi eld displays the project to which the deliverable is linked. By default, it is automatically 

defi ned and cannot be edited.
8. At Start date - End date, type or select a duration for the deliverable.
9. Click Save to save the deliverable or click Save + New to save the deliverable and create another 

deliverable.

To modify deliverables:
1. On the related project card under the Project monitor section, click Deliverables & WBS lines.
2. On the Project deliverables page under the Deliverables section, click the hyperlinked name of the 

required deliverable in the Deliverable column, or the corresponding  
ck th

Edit icon in the Actions
column.

3. On the Deliverable page, modify the required fi elds.
4. Click Save to save the settings.

To delete deliverables:
1. On the related project card under the Project monitor section, click Deliverables & WBS lines.
2. On the Project deliverables page under the Deliverables section, click the 

rablb
Delete icon in the 

Actions column of the corresponding required deliverable. 

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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5.3 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

Once the scope of the project is established and it is clear for the project manager what the deliverables are, 
he can estimate the amount of work needed to complete the project by specifying the exact amount of work 
activity and quantity of material needed.

For each deliverable, you can access the WBS lines via the View WBS lines icon on the Project 
deliverables page, as displayed in the following:

5.3.1 Creating activity and material WBS lines

For each activity or material WBS line, you need to defi ne what the activity or material WBS line is going to be 
(always taken from project activities and materials), its description, period, and duration.

Exact PSA will also retrieve the best matching rate, if already defi ned, and will calculate the total cost and total 
revenue for the activity or material WBS line. The project manager defi nes the activity or material WBS line 
without specifying the person. Hence, if there are any person-related rates, they will be omitted.

If the activity or material WBS line is already used elsewhere in the WBS of another deliverable, Exact PSA 
will display the total amount of hours or quantity for it. It will also display the total amount of hours or 
quantity budgeted for this activity or material WBS line, if the budget was already created.
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To create activity WBS lines:
1. On the related project card, under the Project monitor section, click Deliverables & WBS lines.
2. On the Project deliverables page, in the Actions column, click the corresponding View WBS lines 

icon for the required deliverable.
3. On the WBS lines page, click New. You will see the following page:

4. Under the General section, select the Activity option.
5. The Deliverable fi eld will display the linked deliverable. It cannot be edited. To view the deliverable, click 

on the hyperlink.
6. At Activity, type or select an item.
7. At Description, type a short description for the activity.
8. At Start date - End date, type or select a duration for the activity.
9. Under the Estimations section at  Estimated duration (initial), type the estimated duration in hours.

This fi eld is not enabled once the WBS line is saved.
10. Click Save to save the activity WBS line or click Save + New to save the activity WBS line and to create 

another activity WBS line.

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.

To create material WBS lines:
1.  On the related project card, under the Project monitor section, click Deliverables & WBS lines.
2. On the Project deliverables page in the Actions column, click the corresponding  View WBS lines  

icon for the required deliverable.
3. On the WBS lines page, click New. 
4. Under the General section, select the Material option. You will see the following page:

5. The Deliverable fi eld will display the linked deliverable. It cannot be edited. To view the deliverable, click 
on the hyperlink.

6. At Item, type or select an item.
7. At Description, type a short description for the material.
8. At Start date - End date, type or select a duration for the material.
9. Under the Estimations section at Estimated quantity (initial), type the estimated quantity for the 

material. This fi eld is not enabled once the WBS line is saved.
10. Click Save to save the material WBS line or click Save + New to save the material WBS line and to create 

another material WBS line.

To modify activity or material WBS lines:
1. On the related project card, under the Project monitor section, click Deliverables & WBS lines.
2. On the Project deliverables page, in the Actions column, click the corresponding View WBS lines 

icon for the required deliverable.
3. On the WBS lines page, click the corresponding  Edit icon of the required activity or material.
4. On the WBS line page, modify the required fi elds.
5. Under the Estimations section at Estimate to complete, defi ne the value of completion. Type “0” to 

indicate that the work on this WBS line is completed.
6. Click Save to save the WBS line.
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To delete activity or material WBS lines:
1. On the related project card, under the Project monitor section, click Deliverables & WBS lines.
2. On the Project deliverables page, in the Actions column, click the corresponding View WBS lines 

icon for the required deliverable.
3. On the WBS lines page, click the corresponding Delete icon for the required activity or material. A 

notifi cation with the message, “Are you sure you want to delete this WBS line?” will be displayed.
4. Click OK to delete.
5. Alternatively, you can click the corresponding  Edit icon of the required activity or material, and then 

click Delete on the WBS page. A notifi cation with the message, “Are you sure that you want to delete this 
record?” will be displayed.

6. Click OK to delete.

Note: An activity or material WBS line cannot be deleted if it is linked to a request. The 
corresponding 

matat
Delete icon for such an activity or material will not be displayed on the 

WBS lines page, and the Delete button in the edit mode will be disabled.
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5.3.2 Viewing the total WBS for a project

By clicking the View WBS lines icon for the main deliverable, you can view the complete WBS for the 
whole project. For this, you need to select the Show activities for child deliverables and Show material for 
child deliverables check boxes, as displayed in the following:

This page will show the complete totals for the main deliverable (including all child deliverables), as well as the 
details for each individual deliverable. This information, but in a consolidated view, is available to the project 
manager, when the Update with WBS check box is selected on the Project budget page.
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6. Hour Planning, Realization, and    
 Approval

6.1 Schedules

Each division will have its own default work schedule, which determines the schedule for employees to follow 
by default and indicates their availability.

For employees that have a specifi c schedule, this also needs to be defi ned correctly. Exact PSA takes this into 
account. If you work with an advanced work schedule, the same applies. It needs to be defi ned correctly, and 
only then will Exact PSA calculate with this schedule.

Finally, it is important that the public holidays per divisions are defi ned. These are generally non-working days 
for all employees.

6.2 Planning 

You can access the Project planning page via the Planning hyperlink under the Project monitor section of 
the related project card. Depending on whether the Use drag-and-drop planning check box is selected under 
the General section of the project card, you will either see the old layout or the new layout. If the Use drag-
and-drop planning check box is not selected, you will see the old layout, as displayed in the following:
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If the Use drag-and-drop planning check box is selected, you will see the new layout, as displayed in the 
following:

The new layout provides a drag-and-drop interface for planning the hours of project members. It shows all 
the availability requests (defi ned in the Exact PSA settings), which allows the project manager to assess the 
amount of time which the project member has to perform.  
The following sections are used on the planning page:

General section

This section contains information on the project and the linked customer and indicates the planning period, 
from the start date till the end date of the project. The date range can be adjusted. For the new layout, the 
available options for dates are Range, Month, Week, and Day.

Weekends are not shown by default on the old layout but can be shown by selecting the Show weekends 
check box. On the new layout, weekends are displayed by default and this option cannot be disabled.

People search section

Often, one employee or more would be planned for a project. Generally, several plannings need to be checked 
to ascertain who is available. Exact PSA uses selection options to show the capacity of all employees in one 
overview.
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Field Description

Person This shows the availability of a specifi c employee.

Cost center This shows the availability of all employees linked to a specifi c cost center.

Manager This shows the availability of all subordinates of a specifi c manager.

Job group This shows the availability of all employees in a specifi c job group.

Search template In Exact Synergy Enterprise, employee searches can be saved in a template. This template 
can be used in planning. Be aware that only public templates are available. It is, for instance, 
possible to show the availability for all persons with a specifi c set of criteria.

Skills This allows you to type in a specifi c skill keyword to search for.

Daily capacity

In the old layout, the daily capacity is shown for each member and is color coded:

Color Meaning

The employee is fully available and can still be planned for.

The employee is partly available. Some hours have been planned, but there is still availability for 
other tasks. In this example, the available capacity for the employee is 5.50 hours.

The employee is fully planned for this day.

This is a non-working day (or a weekend) for the employee.

In the new layout, the daily capacity is shown like the following:

Color Meaning

The employee is fully available and can still be planned for.

The employee is partly available. Some hours have been planned, but there is still availability for 
other tasks. In this example, the available capacity for the employee is 1 hour.

The employee is fully planned for this day or this is a non-working day (or a weekend) for the 
employee.
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6.3 Planned Hours on Projects

The hours that have already been planned for the project will be displayed at the bottom of the old layout. It 
shows who has been planned to perform tasks for the project, as displayed in the following:

The hyperlinks linked to the planning requests and the numbers indicate the planned hours.

On the new layout, planned requests are directly visible. The project manager can view, move, and delete all 
requests that he is allowed to modify outside of the new layout, so that existing security levels and checks are 
maintained.

6.4 Planning for a Day

In the old layout, the planning overview shows a check box per person, per day as displayed in the following:

It is also possible to select all employees for one day. When people have been selected and planned, multiple 
Hour planning & realization requests will be created.

At the bottom of the request, rows are displayed for each planning with specifi c information for that planning. 
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The descriptions of the columns are as follows:

Field Description

Person This is the employee as selected in the planning.

Activity This is the activity required to be done by the person selected in the planning. It is 
mandatory.

Date This is the selected start date.

Planned start time This is the planned start time.

Duration This is the duration required to complete the task.

Invoice travel 
expenses?

Select Yes to invoice travel expenses or select No to not invoice travel expenses.

The header also needs to be fi lled. By default, the following fi elds are defi ned:
 – Account, which is the account linked to the project.
 – Project, which is the project from where the planning is created.

After all the data has been defi ned correctly, you can click Submit to plan the hours on the specifi c days for the 
specifi c persons.

Submitting a request does not take double planning or overlapping hours into account. Therefore, it is possible 
to plan on non-working days or to plan 16 hours in one day. The functionality is identical to the existing 
handling of workfl ow and requests in Exact Synergy Enterprise.

In the new layout, you can plan hours by clicking Plan day. The Hour planning & realization request is then 
displayed in a pop-up on the Project planning page, as displayed in the following:
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6.5 Capacity (timeframe) and Recurring Planning

Exact PSA allows planning of multiple days at the same time via two options:
 – capacity (timeframe) planning, and
 – recurring planning.

Both options are available via the Plan multiple days or Plan recurring button on the old and new layouts 
of the Project planning page respectively. It is also possible to plan capacity in the day directly from the new 
layout from any day.

When planning a timeframe, the project manager needs to defi ne the activity and the time range for it, which is 
essentially a deadline before an assignment should be completed.

You will also need to provide the duration of hours that you have planned for this assignment. The project 
member will realize the planned timeframe in the same way as a specifi c time slot, using any of the hour entry 
methods.

Besides planning per day it is also possible to create recurring planning. Recurring planning does not take 
availability into account, but it still is an effi cient way to create planning for a person, for example, on every 
Wednesday, during a full year.

This functionality is available on both the project card and the Project planning page, as displayed in the 
following:
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Field Description

Person This is the employee to be planned.

Description This is the description of the request.

Deliverable This is the deliverable that is linked to the project.

WBS line This is the WBS line that is linked to the selected deliverable.

Activity This is the activity that is linked to the selected WBS line.

Invoice travel 
expenses?

Select Yes to invoice travel expenses based on this Hour planning & realization 
request or select No to not invoice travel expenses.

Start date This is the start date of the recurring planning.

End date This is the end date of the recurring planning.

Days The days required for the planning are selected.

Start time This is the start time of the planned day.

Duration This is the duration of the planned day.

Remarks Any remarks in the request.

Requests created from this page will be saved as separate requests.

Note: If the company has defi ned certain fi elds in the request type for the time planning and 
realization request type to be mandatory upon creation of a request (for example, the 
Document fi eld is mandatory when creating a request), a notifi cation message, such as 
"Mandatory: Document" will be displayed. Since these fi elds are not visible on the Plan 
recurring page shown above, you cannot create recurring planning in such cases. The 
solution for this is that such additional mandatory fi elds should be set to mandatory in the 
Open or Approved status, but not in case of “New”.
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6.6 Planning via Drag-and-drop from Work Breakdown Structure   

 (WBS) Lines

The bucket list displays the structure of project deliverables and work breakdown structure (WBS) lines. The 
WBS lines from the bucket list can be dragged and dropped onto the planner to create Hour planning & 
realization requests or Capacity planning & realization requests. 

Note: In accordance to a created or deleted request, the planned hours for the corresponding WBS 
line will either increase or decrease and planned hours that are more than the estimated 
hours will be displayed in red and bold fonts.

If a person is available and a request for that person can be created, the background color of 
the entire row for the person is changed to green when you drag and drop a WBS line to that 
person.  
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When a WBS line is dragged and dropped onto the planner, the Plan day / timeframe pop-up is displayed. 
The Hour planning & realization request or Capacity planning & realization request can be defi ned in the 
pop-up, as shown:

The descriptions of the fi elds to be defi ned are as follows:

Field Description

Description This is the description of the WBS line. By default, the description of the WBS line that 
has been dragged and dropped is fi lled in.

Start date / time This is the planned start date and start time of the request. By default, the date that the 
WBS line has been dragged and dropped is fi lled in, and the value for start time is 8:00.

Duration This is the planned duration of the request in hours. By default, the value is 8:00.

End date / time This is the planned end date and end time of the request. If this fi eld is not defi ned, 
an Hour planning & realization request will be created, in which the maximum 
number of hours that can be defi ned is 24. If this fi eld is defi ned, a Capacity planning & 
realization request will be created for either one day or more.

Note: If there are mandatory fi elds to be defi ned other than that on the pop-up, a warning message 
stating the other mandatory fi elds will be displayed. Clicking OK will open the respective 
Hour planning & realization or Capacity planning & realization request, in order to 
defi ne the mandatory fi elds.
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6.7 Hour Realizations

Once the hours were planned by the project manager, they need to be realized by the project member.

Hours & expenses page

You can access the Hours & expenses page via the following ways:
 – Projects   Entry   Professional services automation   Hour & expense entry. 
 – The Hour & expense entry hyperlink under the Project monitor section on the project card, or
 – the Hour & expense entry button on the personal card.

You can access the Hours & expenses page via Projects  Entry  Professional services automation  Hour 
& expense entry. Alternatively, you can access the page via the Hour & expense entry hyperlink under the 
Project monitor section on the project card.

There are four sections on the Hours & expenses entry page: 
 – Project hours section — This section caters for project hours that are realized and invoiced to the 

customer. 
 – Non-project hours section — This section caters for all other hours that were spent during the week. 
 – Travel expenses section — This section caters for all expenses that are entered in quantity. 
 – Material & other expenses section — This section caters for all expenses that are entered as an amount. 
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A project member can do the following on the Hours & expenses page:
 – Defi ne all hours which have been realized in the course of the week on all related projects. 
 – Defi ne hours for other activities, such as vacations, sick leave requests, or similar ones. 
 – Defi ne expenses and material which were incurred on projects. 
 – Submit all entered hours and expenses either for the full week or for individual days.
 – Save all entered hours and expenses as a draft and submit later.
 – Immediately see all hours that were planned. 
 – Immediately see what hours and expenses have been rejected, and check them. Rejected hours and 

expenses have a yellow triangle in the cell to indicate that they have been rejected. Click the amount or 
quantity in the cell to view the submitted request.

 – The consultant can select the Show weekends check box, in case the user needs to defi ne hours and 
expenses for Saturdays and Sundays. 

 – The consultant can either select or clear the Show planned hours & expenses check box.
 – The consultant can enter a separate description for each hours and expenses entry, and also attach a 

document to it.
 – Add a description and or document to all days of the week in that line, reject planned hours, or remove 

draft hours from the pop-up page.

6.8 Hour Approvals

Hours that have been defi ned by a consultant will show in the workfl ow to be realized. This is the approval step 
for the hours of the person in the request. Most of the times, this person is the project manager.

Using his workfl ow, the project manager can realize hours in bulk, or probably choose to open them per 
request, to check if all data is fi lled correctly.

6.8.1 Approvals via the Hour & expense approval page

The Hour & expense approval page is available for project managers and line managers via Projects   
Reports    Professional services automation    Hour & expense approval. Alternatively, you can access the 
page via the Hour & expense approval hyperlink under the Project monitor section on the project card.
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By default, a project manager can approve project hours and expenses, and a line manager can approve non-
project hours (such as availability requests). You will be able to select between Per person and Per project 
views.

The Hour & expense approval page lists all hours and expenses available for approval, grouped by project, 
deliverable, activity, and person.

When the view is switched to the Per Project view, the following columns are displayed:

Column Description

To be approved The total amount (per row, for the selected period) of hours in corresponding Hour planning 
& realization requests that are already realized by the project member, but not yet approved 
by the project manager.

To be realized The total amount (per row, for the selected period) of hours in corresponding Hour planning 
& realization requests that were planned.

Approved The total amount (per row, for the selected period) of hours that were already approved by the 
project manager.

Once the hours from the To be approved column are approved, the hours are deducted from 
the To be approved column and is added to the Approved column.

Total approved The total amount of hours that were approved from the start date of the project until the end 
date of the selected period. That means that it also includes the hours from the Approved 
column for the selected period.

Total budgeted Total amount of hours from all budget lines on the Project budget page.

If there are overtime hours, these are marked with a special icon and a badge so that they can be clearly seen by 
the project manager.

When the view is switched to Per person view, the following columns are displayed:

Column Description

To be approved The total amount (per row, for the selected period) of hours in corresponding Hour planning 
& realization requests that were already realized by the project member, but not yet approved 
by the project manager.

To be realized The total amount (per row, for the selected period) of hours that correspond to the Hour 
planning & realization requests that have been planned.

Approved The total amount (per row, for the selected period) of hours that were already approved by the 
project manager.

Once the hours from the To be approved column are approved, the hours are deducted from 
the To be approved column and added to the Approved column.

Scheduled The total amount of hours in the schedule of this person (per person name row, for the selected 
period).
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6.8.2 Rejecting hours

It is also possible to reject hours. When this happens, the request will be sent back to the employee who 
submitted them and will be displayed on his Hours & expenses page with a yellow triangle. Rejected hour 
requests are of the Open status until the consultant resubmits or rejects them. Rejected hours will not be 
calculated in the totals on the Hours & expenses page.

6.9 Week Timesheet Feature

Hour realizations, approvals, and rejections will be slightly different if the Week timesheet feature is 
enabled. With this feature enabled, the weekly project and non-project hours, and travel and material expenses 
submitted by a consultant will be linked to a Week timesheet request. This allows the project managers to 
easily track the activities of the consultants.

The Week timesheet feature is enabled by defi ning a request type in the Week timesheet fi eld at Projects  
Setup  Professional services automation  Settings. By default, the Week timesheet request type has been 
confi gured for this purpose.

The following fl ow chart illustrates the process fl ow of the Week timesheet request:

When there are no project or non-project hours to be approved, the approval step for the project manager or 
line manager respectively will be omitted.
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6.9.1 Hour realizations with Week timesheet feature enabled

The process begins with the consultant fi lling in hours and expenses on the Hours & expenses page. When 
the hours and expenses have been submitted via the Submit timesheet button, a Week timesheet request 
will be submitted with the Hour planning & realization, Travel expenses, Material & expenses, and/or 
non-project hours requests linked to it.

When the Week timesheet request has been submitted, the following applies:
– All linked hour and expense requests cannot be edited. 
– No hour and expense requests can be added to the Week timesheet request.
– You can view all linked requests by clicking Week timesheet preview, available next to the Realized 

duration fi eld in the Week timesheet request. 

6.9.2 Approving or rejecting requests

The Week timesheet request will be directed to the project manager for approval or rejection of project hours, 
and travel and material expenses. Once the Week timesheet request has been approved, it will be directed to 
the manager of the consultant for approval of non-project hours.
– The default setup of the Week timesheet request type routing can be modifi ed. This means it can be 

confi gured in a way that the request is fi rst directed to the manager of the person for approval and the 
project manager becomes the second approver. This request type can be confi gured by clicking the Week 
timesheet hyperlink at Workfl ow  Setup  Requests  Request types. 

– If only non-project hours requests (such as, sick and vacation requests) are submitted, the Week 
timesheet request will skip the project manager and instead, go straight to the manager of the consultant 
for approval. 

– Week timesheet requests can only be accessed if you have the Hour entry or Project manager role. 
– The hour and expense requests can only be approved or rejected via Projects  Reports  Professional 

services automation  Hour & expense approval. 

The Week timesheet request is rejected if any Hour planning & realization, Travel expenses, Material 
& expenses and/or non-project hours request linked to it gets rejected. The Week timesheet request and 
rejected requests will return to the consultant’s workfl ow. Meanwhile, approved requests will remain in the 
manager’s workfl ow and require no further action. At this stage, the requests that have been rejected or have 
not been approved can be edited, and new requests can be added to the Week timesheet request.

6.9.3 Processing Week timesheet requests

When all Hour planning & realization, Travel expenses, and/or Material & expenses requests are 
invoiced and cost registered, the Week timesheet request will be automatically processed by a background 
job. The status of the Week timesheet request will then be changed to Invoiced.
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6.9.4 Creating requests manually

Consultants can also create individual requests manually by creating a request via  New: Request on the 
left menu. The following criteria must be met:
– The timeframe of the request does not fall within the timeframe of a Week timesheet request that has 

been submitted. 
– The request has to have at least three stages, or consists of the Plan and Approve stages (which 

corresponds to the Open and Approved statuses respectively). 

These requests cannot be edited if they are linked to a Week timesheet request that has been submitted. 
They can only be approved or rejected via Projects  Reports  Professional services automation  Hour & 
expense approval. 

When the individual requests have been approved, the Week timesheet request and the individual requests 
will be moved to the last stage. When these individual requests are in the last stage, the following will take 
place:
– Requests for non-project hours cannot be reopened or rejected directly. However, they can be processed or 

realized manually depending on the fl ow of the requests. 
– Requests for project hours cannot be reopened, rejected, or processed directly. They will automatically be 

processed by the background job once costs are registered and invoiced. 
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7. Materials and Expenses Entries and   
 Approvals

7.1 Entries and Approvals of Materials and Expenses

Materials and expenses incurred can be created for projects. There are two types of requests used to register 
materials and expenses. Travel expenses registers expenses as a quantity of an item, material & expenses 
registers expenses as an amount. Travel expenses can also be created automatically with an Hour planning & 
realization request. 

7.1.1 Expenses entry

 
On the Hours & expenses page, there are two sections for expenses entries, which are the Travel expenses 
and Material & expenses sections.

For each expense request, the project member must defi ne the Project, Item, and Description. The Account 
fi eld is defi ned automatically by the project.

Travel expenses

When entering travel expenses manually, the value fi lled in the cell is the quantity of the used expense, for 
instance mileage. The unit is displayed on the pop-up page. It is also possible to enter a description, document, 
and the cost registration, depending on the request settings.

For travel cost, the revenue amount is calculated by multiplying the quantity entered with the sales price from 
the item or applicable rates.
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Material & expenses

When entering a material & expenses entry, the value fi lled in the cell is the amount spend on the expense, 
for instance a hotel invoice or lunch receipts. The currency is displayed on the pop-up page. It is also possible 
to change the currency, enter a description, document, and the cost registration, depending on the request 
settings. When the Via purchase invoice from supplier option is selected, a supplier for the expenses needs 
to be defi ned.

7.1.2 Automatic Travel expenses

Travel expenses requests can also be created automatically when hours are planned, entered, or approved 
depending on the settings. For that purpose, there are dedicated settings in the Exact PSA settings which 
defi ne what item will be used by default in the travel expenses request if they are created automatically.

The determination of travel expenses amount is identical to the business logic used in hours, as displayed in the 
following:

The only addition to this logic is that when visit costs do not apply but the setting for the creation on a 
company level is set to External, it is possible to create a customer rate or a project rate of "0,00". If the process 
visualized above results in an amount of "0,00" for visit costs, no visit costs request will be created.
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7.1.3 Intelligence of creating travel expenses

The intelligence for creating visit costs is the dependency on the Location fi eld in the Hour planning & 
realization request. The “free text fi eld 1” is used to defi ne the location and should have the selection options: 
external, <Own value>; internal, <Own value>.

When the setting is defi ned as External, a travel cost request will be created and linked to the Hour planning 
& realization request. This automatically created cost request immediately has the status Realized and is 
ready to be approved. It will be displayed in the workfl ow of the person as determined in the request defi nition 
to be approved.

7.1.4 Approval of Material and expenses

All material and expenses can be approved at Projects  Reports  Professional services automation  Hour 
& expense approval. 
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8. Cost Registrations and Invoicing of   
 Billable Requests

8.1 Cost Registrations

In Exact PSA, costs of the material, travel and hours are determined based on the rates hierarchy. For more 
information, see Chapter 4 Activities and Rates.

Costs are registered independently, regardless of whether and when hours and material are invoiced. The 
moment the requests are approved, costs are transferred to Exact Globe Next during the next run of the 
background job.

Once the requests are approved, there is no possibility to roll back or remove the requests that generated the 
cost.

For billable requests that do not require cost registrations to Exact Globe Next, select the No cost registration 
option at Register cost in the respective billable request. Once they are approved, these requests can be 
manually processed by clicking the Process button in the respective request. 

8.2 Invoicing Time & material Projects

After the hours and expenses have been processed in the corresponding requests, they can be invoiced.  The 
requests (also known as billable requests) that are for a project of the same division, customer, and currency 
will be linked to an Invoice proposal request for invoicing purposes. If the project has child projects, a 
separate Invoice proposal request will be created for each child project.

The invoicing of Time & material projects can be done via:
 – the Invoice proposals hyperlink under the Project monitor section on the project card of a Time & 

material project, and
 – Projects  Reports  Professional services automation  Invoice proposals. 

On the Invoice proposals page, you can select hours and expenses to be invoiced in Exact Globe Next.
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To select billable requests for invoicing:
1. Go to Projects  Reports  Professional services automation  Invoice proposals.
2. On the Invoice proposals page under the Time & material tab, defi ne the following search criteria to 

fi nd the required billable request.

Fields Description

Period The date range, for instance, from the start until the end of the month.

Division The division (determined by the division in the project) for which the hours need to be 
displayed.

Only show requests 
from my workfl ow

To show only those lines for which the person is responsible according to the setup of 
the workfl ow. 

Customer The customer (determined by the customer in the project) for which the hours need to 
be displayed.

Project manager The project manager for which hours need to be displayed.

Project The project for which hours need to be displayed.

3. Click Show.
4. On the search results listing, select the corresponding check boxes of the required billable requests.
5. At Invoice proposal description under the Invoice proposal details section, type the description of 

the Invoice proposal request that is to be created. If left blank, a default description “Invoice proposal: 
<Project number>” will be used.

6. At Globe Next description lines, type the description(s) for the sales invoice that is to be created in Exact 
Globe Next.

7. Click Invoice. A message "Click here to review the created invoice proposal request(s)" will be displayed at 
the top of the page. Click the word “here” to display the Workfl ow: Search - Requests page with a list of 
the Invoice proposal requests created.
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8.2.1 Approving Invoice proposal requests

The project manager can view a list of billable lines that have been linked to the Invoice proposal request by 
clicking  Invoice proposal preview in the request. The Invoice proposal page will then be displayed, as 
shown in the following: 

Once the project manager has approve and/or realize the Invoice proposal request, it will be at the Process 
stage, whereby all billable requests that are linked to the Invoice proposal request cannot be reopened, 
deleted, or rejected. Once the Exact.Timesheet.Core.Export background job has been performed, the Invoice 
proposal request will be automatically processed and a sales invoice will be created in Exact Globe Next.

Note: Before the billable requests are invoiced, it is possible to choose to invoice hours different 
from those realized by the employee. This can be done directly by clicking  

hou
Edit on 

the respective line under the Actions column, changing the number at the Quantity to 
invoice fi eld, and saving this change. Modifi cations can be done if the current user is able 
or allowed to invoice hours and expenses. 

You can add new billable lines to the invoice proposal groupings via the  Add new 
billable line icon. This icon is available next to each invoice proposal grouping line under 
the Actions column.

You can add unlimited descriptions to billable requests via the Add new text line
icon. This icon is available next to each billable request.

You can postpone billable lines from invoicing. Select the billable lines to be postponed 
and click the Postpone button. A message will be shown with the date until which the 
lines are postponed and a link to view the lines or reverse the action. 

Billable requests that have been invoiced will no longer be displayed on the Invoice 
proposals page. 
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8.2.2 Rejecting Invoice proposal requests

The project manager can reject an Invoice proposal request that has been submitted. When this happens, the 
linking of the billable requests to the Invoice proposal request will be automatically removed. These billable 
requests will then be displayed again on the Invoice proposals page with a warning icon next to each request. 
At this stage, modifi cations can be made to these requests. These requests can be invoiced again only when you 
mouse over the icon to display the “Dismiss the warning” message, and then click the message.

8.2.3 Exporting Invoice proposal requests to Exact Globe Next

When the background job has been performed, the Invoice proposal request will be exported to Exact Globe 
Next as a sales invoice. Also, the Your reference and Globe sales invoice number fi elds in the Invoice 
proposal request will be fi lled with details from the sales invoice.

The following table lists the mapping of fi elds of the Invoice proposal request in Exact Synergy Enterprise to 
the sales invoice in Exact Globe Next:

Sales invoice (Exact Globe Next) Invoice proposal request (Exact Synergy Enterprise)

Your reference Invoice number

Sales invoice description Invoice proposal request’s description

Transaction date Invoice creation date

Person (on the sales invoice 
header)

The person defi ned in the billable request (if None is selected at the Invoice 
proposal line grouping fi eld in the project card), or

Creator of the Invoice proposal request (if None is not selected at the 
Invoice proposal line grouping fi eld in the project card).

Item Item description

Description Item description

Long description Description of the billable request (if None is selected at the Invoice proposal 
line grouping fi eld in the project card), or

Grouping line description from the Invoice proposal request (if None is not 
selected at the Invoice proposal line grouping fi eld in the project card).

Quantity Total quantity of the grouping

Fulfi llment date The latest date of all grouped billable lines

Sales price / Net price Generated by Exact Globe Next

Amount Total amount to invoice of the grouping

Project Grouping project or Main project if it is across multiple child projects

Person (on the sales invoice lines) If the person in all billable lines is the same person, this person will be defi ned 
by default, or

If there are different people in the billable lines, the person defi ned is the 
creator of the request.

Request ID ID of the Invoice proposal request
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8.3 Invoicing Fixed price Projects

For Fixed price projects, the invoicing is completely separated from the realization. The invoicing is done in 
two steps: 
– Creating the term request (beforehand) and the possible approval.
– Preparing the invoice lines by invoicing the separate terms.

The creation of invoicing terms can be done via:
– the New invoicing terms hyperlink under the Project monitor section on the project card of a Fixed 

price project,
– Projects  Entry  Professional services automation  New invoicing terms, and 
– the Invoice proposals page at Projects  Reports  Professional services automation  Invoice 

proposals by clicking   Add new invoicing term line in the Actions column. 

To create Invoicing terms requests:
1. Go to Projects  Entry  Professional services automation  New invoicing terms. You will see the 

following page:

2. Defi ne the columns with the required data.
3. Click Create.

Note:  – The created request will be directed to the workfl ow of the person defi ned in the 
Who can approve the request? and Who can realize the request? sections of 
the Invoicing term request. The person will have to approve or realize the request 
manually from the workfl ow.

 – All fi elds with the "!" icon are mandatory.
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To create invoicing terms requests via Invoice proposals page:
1. Go to Projects Reports  Professional services automation Invoice proposals.
2. Click the Fixed price tab, and then defi ne the search criteria to fi nd the required billable request.
3. Click Show.
4. On the search results listing, click the Add new invoicing term line icon under the Actions column 

that corresponds to the required billable request. The Add new invoicing term line pop-up page will be 
displayed.

5. Defi ne the following fi elds:

Field Description

Project The code and description of the selected project are displayed.

Description The description of the invoicing term line.

Start date The start date of the invoicing term line.

Deliverable The deliverable to be linked to the invoicing term line. This fi eld is available 
only if the Use deliverables & WBS check box under the General section of 
the project card is selected.

Invoicing term The invoicing item for the invoicing term line. By default, the item defi ned 
at the Default fi xed price invoicing term fi eld at Projects  Setup  
Professional services automation  Settings will be fi lled.

Amount The amount for the project in the currency defi ned.

Remarks Additional comments for the invoicing term line.

6. Click Save. 

When invoicing terms requests are invoiced, an Invoice proposal request will be created to group the 
invoicing terms requests that are for a project of the same division, customer, and currency. If the project has 
child projects, a separate Invoice proposal request will be created for each child project.

The invoicing of Fixed price projects can be done via:
– the Invoice proposals hyperlink under the Project monitor section on the project card of a Fixed price

project, and
– Projects  Reports  Professional services automation  Invoice proposals.

To invoice Invoicing term requests:
1. Go to Projects  Reports  Professional services automation  Invoice proposals.
2. On the Invoice proposals page, click the Fixed price tab.
3. Defi ne the relevant search criteria and click Show.
4. Select the corresponding check boxes of the required invoicing terms requests.
5. At Invoice proposal description under the Invoice proposal details section, type the description of 

the Invoice proposal request that is to be created. If left blank, a default description “Invoice proposal: 
<Project number>” will be used.

6. At Globe Next description lines, type the description(s) for the sales invoice that is to be created in Exact 
Globe Next. 

7. Click Invoice. A message "Click here to review the created invoice proposal request(s)" will be displayed at 
the top of the page. Click the word “here” to display the Workfl ow: Search - Requests page with a list of 
the Invoice proposal requests created.
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Similar to the Invoice proposal request for a Time & material project, the project manager can approve 
or reject an Invoice proposal request for a Fixed price project. For more information, see 8.2.1 Approving 
Invoice proposal requests, 8.2.2 Rejecting Invoice proposal requests, and 8.2.3 Exporting Invoice proposal requests 
to Exact Globe Next. 

8.4 Credit Invoices

If the rate used was wrong after invoicing, you can create a credit invoice to correct for the difference. 
For instance, you may have created the invoice at a rate of "€120.00" per hour, as displayed in the following 
example:

Meanwhile, the external rate for this customer was adjusted, as displayed in the following:

This means too much was charged, whereby 16 hours at €20,00. Creating a credit invoice to correct this can be 
done via Projects  Reports  Professional services automation  Credit invoices.

Note: – Before the billable requests are invoiced, it is possible to choose to invoice different 
amounts from those realized by the employee. This can be done directly by clicking   am

Edit on the respective line under the Actions column, changing the number at 
the Amount fi eld, and saving this change. Modifi cations can be done if the current 
user is able or allowed to invoice hours and expenses. 

– Billable requests that have been invoiced will no longer be displayed on the Invoice 
proposals page. 
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To create credit invoices:
1. Go to Projects   Reports  Professional services automation  Credit invoices.
2. Defi ne the relevant search criteria under the Criteria section and click Show. Based on the entered criteria, 

you will see an overview of the invoiced amounts and the differences compared to the adjusted rates.
3. Select corresponding check box(es) of the required invoice line(s) for which  you want to create a credit 

invoice and click Credit selected invoices.
4. On the Credit invoice request, defi ne the relevant criteria and click Submit.

Note: Alternatively, it is possible to create a credit invoice by clicking New credit invoice, 
where an item and quantity can be entered from which an amount is calculated. The user 
should enter a negative quantity for a credit invoice.
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9. Work in Progress (WIP) and     
 Intercompany (IC) Transactions 

Process flow in a single division

The basic process fl ow of Exact PSA consists of the following steps:
 – Plan hours (optional)
 – Enter hours
 – Approve hours
 – Adjust billable hours
 – Create invoice proposals
 – Authorize invoices (from Exact Globe Next)
 – Process and print invoices (from Exact Globe Next)

The fi rst fi ve steps above that are from the Exact Synergy Enterprise environment are represented in the 
following:

The registration of cost and creation of sales invoice in Exact Globe Next is split. After the project manager 
approves the hours, the background job ensures that the registered and approved hours are sent as realization 
entries to Exact Globe Next. Based on the internal cost rate, an entry is made directly in the Exact Globe Next 
administration. 

After the approval of the hours, the project manager can decide whether he/she wants to change the invoice 
quantity for the customer. After the quantity in the invoice is changed, an invoice can be created, which will be 
sent to Exact Globe Next by the background job.
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The sales invoice can then be authorized, processed, and printed in Exact Globe Next.

Working with multiple divisions means that people from one division can work on the projects from other 
divisions. This means the project manager hires (internally) a person from another division. Normally, both 
the divisions will agree to charge an intercompany rate for the person and project. The intercompany rate will 
be the sales rate for the resource division, whereby the same rate will be the base for the cost registration for the 
project division.

Based on the normal Exact PSA fl ow, the cost entry for the division of the resource is the same but since the 
external customer is billed from the project division, the resource division has to invoice the project division 
for the quantity of the hours multiplied by the intercompany rate. 

To allow the division of the person the possibility to invoice the hours to the division of the project, a new 
request will be created after the project manager approves the hours spent on the project. In this request, the 
following information will be displayed:

 – A standard intercompany project that will be used to charge the hours spent by the people from the 
division for the projects of the other (project) division.

 – The intercompany rate will be used to determine the amount to be invoiced.
 – The division controller (the person who manages the intercompany project) will be able to see all the 

hours spent on the projects for the other division and he/she can invoice them together.

Compared to the Exact PSA basic process fl ow for single division, the adjusted process fl ow will be as follows:
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Based on the intercompany hours that will be spent on the project, there will be two requests which will be 
used:

 – Register the costs in the resource division (cost to coverage based on the internal rate).
 – Ability to invoice the hours (intercompany debtors to intercompany revenue based on the intercompany 

rate).
 – Register the costs in the project division (intercompany costs to intercompany invoices to be received 

based on the intercompany rate).
 – Invoice the external customers (debtors to revenue based on the external rate).

The advantage for the project manager is that after the hours of the people are approved, the cost will be 
fi nancially allocated to his/her project and this does not depend on the internal invoice that will be sent at the 
end of the period.

Process flow including Exact Globe Next

The following displays the basic process fl ow of Exact PSA including the transactions in Exact Globe Next.
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After the hours are entered for the intercompany process, the hours will be registered in Exact Synergy 
Enterprise and Exact Globe Next. The following steps are based on the process fl ow depicted above:

1. Approval of hours by the project manager will create a journal entry that books the cost of the hours to the 
project. The journal entry is as follows:

General ledger Debit Credit

Intercompany costs Duration realized * Intercompany rate

Intercompany invoices to be 
received

Duration realized * Intercompany rate

2. The approval will lead to the creation of the intercompany hours request that will be used for the cost 
entry in the resource division and intercompany invoice that is sent from the resource division to the 
project division.

3. The approval of the intercompany hours request will create a realization entry in Exact Globe Next that 
will book the cost of the person to the intercompany project. The journal entry is as follows:

General ledger Debit Credit

Cost Duration realized * Internal rate

Coverage Duration realized * Internal rate

4. By creating the invoice proposal, an invoice will be created in Exact Globe Next based on the request of the 
individual that has been selected to be invoiced.

5. The invoice can be modifi ed in Exact Globe Next but the lines should not be changed because the 
administration will not be consistent. 

6. After the invoice is processed, the debtors and revenue entries will be created. The journal entry is as 
follows:

General ledger Debit Credit

Debtors Quantity * External rate

Revenue Quantity * External rate

7. The invoice proposal from the intercompany hours request will create an invoice in Exact Globe Next. 
8. The invoice can be modifi ed in Exact Globe Next but do not change the lines because the administration 

will not be consistent. 
9. After the invoice is processed, the fi nancial administration will be updated whereby the intercompany 

debtors and intercompany revenue entries will be created. The journal entry is as follows:

General ledger Debit Credit

Intercompany debtors Quantity * Intercompany rate

Intercompany revenue Intercompany * External rate

10. When the intercompany invoice is received by the project division, it can be manually entered and booked 
in the intercompany invoices to be received account (in step 1).
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9.1 Work in Progress (WIP)

In a lot of projects, there is a time gap between from the time the costs are registered to the time the 
corresponding revenue is generated. To be able to get a good idea of what the company has earned, you would 
want to see the costs and revenues that are booked in the report for the same period. The profi t and loss 
statement will state the revenues and costs that belong to the projects. 

When working for a customer assignment (project), normally there is an agreement on how the actual sales are 
invoiced, such as the following:

 – Time and material: Every hour spent on the project will be invoiced to the customer. 
 – Fixed price: The total amount for the agreed work will be invoiced for the fi xed amount. Normally, the 

invoicing date is agreed upon.

In the current solution, it is possible to support one WIP method To be invoiced. This method is used for 
projects with the type Time & material because this contract method is to invoice for every hour spent. The 
revenue can be claimed based on the time the cost of the project is registered. 

9.1.1 Process flow of WIP (invoiced in a single division solution)

Journal entries are used to explain how this will work from a single division solution.
1. Hours are entered. 

After the hours are entered, the hours can be rejected, activity code can be changed, and other reasons. 
However, nothing happens because the costs are not fi nalized yet. 

2. Hours are approved.
When the hours are approved, a journal entry will be created to register the costs in the fi nancial 
administration (Exact Globe Next). The hours will be fi nalized. Based on the contract (time and material) 
and the chosen WIP method, revenue can be claimed for the project although the invoice has not been 
sent.
This entry will be based on the initial WIP:

3. 

General ledger Project Debit Credit

WIP (BS) Time and material Duration realized * 
External rate

To WIP change (P&L) Time and material Duration realized * 
External rate

4. Billable hours are adjusted.
You can change the quantity to be invoiced during the creation of the invoice proposal. You can keep 
changing it until you decide to invoice the selected lines on the invoice proposal page.

5. Invoice proposal is created.
The background job (Exact.Timesheet.Core) will create the invoice lines in Exact Globe Next. The basic 
principle for the To be invoiced method is that when you know the amount to be invoiced will change, 
a correction has to be made so that the total balance of the WIP corresponds with the actual amount to be 
invoiced.
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The entry will be called “Change WIP”.

General ledger Project Debit Credit

WIP (BS) Time and material (Quantity 1 realized 
- Duration realized) * 
External rate

To WIP change (P&L) Time and material (Quantity 1 realized 
- Duration realized) * 
External rate

Note: The quantity will be deducted fi rst. Also, the Change WIP journal will only be created after the 
invoice has been processed in Exact Globe Next.

6. Invoice processed in Exact Globe Next.
When the invoice is processed, the amount to be invoiced will be fi nalized, and the WIP can be released. 
The entry will be called “WIP release”.

General ledger Project Debit Credit

WIP change (P&L) Time and material Quantity 1 realized * 
External rate

To WIP (BS) Time and material Quantity 1 realized * 
External rate

The process fl ow for the single division including WIP will be as follows:
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9.1.2 Process flow of WIP (invoiced in a multi-division solution)

Nothing in the multi-division setup for the WIP will change except the hour entry of the resource booking 
hours for a project from another division. Two projects and two process fl ows will be involved:

Within the two project fl ows, the following rates will be taken into account:
 – Internal cost rate
 – Intercompany rate
 – External rate

Based on the WIP transactions, the following entries will be created during the process:
1. Initial WIP in the resource division:

General ledger Project Debit Credit Comment

WIP (BS) Time and 
material

Duration realized * 
Intercompany rate

The duration realized 
is taken from the 
intercompany hours request.

To WIP change 
(P&L)

Time and 
material

Duration realized * 
Intercompany rate

The duration realized 
is taken from the 
intercompany hours request.
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2. Initial WIP in the project division:

General ledger Project Debit Credit Comment

WIP (BS) Time and 
material

Duration realized * 
External rate

The duration realized is taken 
from the hour request.

To WIP change 
(P&L)

Time and 
material

Duration realized * 
External rate

The duration realized is taken 
from the hour request.

3. Change WIP in the resource division:

General ledger Project Debit Credit Comment

WIP (BS) Time and 
material

(Quantity 1 realized 
- Duration realized) 
* Intercompany rate

The duration realized 
is taken from the 
intercompany hours request.

To WIP change 
(P&L)

Time and 
material

(Quantity 1 realized 
- Duration realized)  
* Intercompany rate

The duration realized 
is taken from the 
intercompany hours request.

4. Change WIP in the project division:

General ledger Project Debit Credit Comment

WIP (BS) Time and 
material

(Quantity 1 realized 
- Duration realized) 
* External rate

The duration realized and 
quantity 1 are taken from 
the hour request.

To WIP change 
(P&L)

Time and 
material

(Quantity 1 realized 
- Duration realized) 
* External rate

The duration realized and 
quantity 1 are taken from 
the hour request.

5. Release WIP in the resource division:

General ledger Project Debit Credit Comment

WIP change 
(P& L)

Time and 
material

Quantity 1 realized 
* Intercompany rate

The duration realized 
is taken from the 
intercompany hours request.

To WIP (BS) Time and 
material

Quantity 1 realized 
* Intercompany rate

The duration realized 
is taken from the 
intercompany hours request.

6. Release WIP in the project division:

General ledger Project Debit Credit Comment

WIP change 
(P&L)

Time and 
material

Quantity 1 realized 
* External rate

The quantity 1 is taken from 
the hour request.

To WIP (BS) Time and 
material

Quantity 1 realized 
* External rate

The quantity 1 is taken from 
the hour request.
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9.2 Intercompany (IC) Hour Registrations

In a multi-division company whereby there are a lot of people working to deliver good services to customers, a 
good administration is essential for the organization to perform. 

Previously, the solution for the administration was based on a single division solution. The single division 
solution only allows consultants to enter the hours or costs for the projects of his/her own division. With the 
multi-division solution, consultants can work on the projects for other divisions. 

The advantages for the multi-division solution are as follows:
 – All the information for the projects is stored in the same database. Thus, it can be accessed by everyone. 
 – The project managers will know the actual fi gures after entering the hours so they can act on it 

immediately.
 – There is no need for manual processing of hours for the intercompany invoices. This leads to less mistakes 

and a more accurate process.
 – The information provided by the consultants can be acted upon directly at the hour entry. This improves 

the collaboration of the project teams.
 – The integration of the intercompany functionalities within the current PSA solution allows multi-

division organizations to use all the new features, such as the product breakdown structure, work 
breakdown structure, and new planning functionalities.

9.3 Work in Progress (WIP) and Intercompany (IC) Settings

It is assumed the basic Exact PSA setting has been completed. The following settings are specifi cally for the 
intercompany and work in progress transactions.

9.3.1 General setup

The general settings for WIP and IC can be defi ned at Projects  Setup  Professional services automation  
Settings. However, this menu path only allows you to set up the standard setting for the Exact PSA solution 
for a single division. 
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To set up single divisions:
1. Go to Projects  Setup  Professional services automation  Settings.
2. Defi ne the fi elds.
3. Click Save.

The settings for intercompany are mainly the following:
 – Hour planning
 – Travel expenses
 – Material & expenses
 – Intercompany item: Free fi eld

Hour planning

This setting allows you to defi ne the request type for the hours that will be charged from the resource division 
to the project division. This setting is used if the division of the resource differs from the division of the project.

Travel expenses

This setting allows you to defi ne the request type for the travels that will be charged from the resource division 
to the project division. This setting is used if the division of the resource differs from the division of the project.

Material & expenses

This setting allows you to defi ne the request type for the materials and expenses that will be charged from the 
resource division to the project division. This setting is used if the division of the resource differs from the 
division of the project.

Intercompany item: Free field

When an intercompany request is created, the same item will be used in the intercompany request. However, 
the standard method of journalizing the intercompany revenue will be mixed with the normal revenue. This 
can be solved by selecting a journalizing method in Exact Globe Next based on the general ledger linked to 
the debtor card. However, all the revenue will be booked in this general ledger but this can be fi xed by the 
Accounting module. Another way is to link the item to every labor hour. Under the Financial section of the 
item card, the general ledger can be defi ned for each division. This allows you to manage how the intercompany 
revenue will be booked for each division. This will lead to an easier fi nancial consolidation process.

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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9.3.2 Division settings

The division settings allow you to defi ne the purchase, invoice, and work in progress journals.  

The Division settings page consists of the following fi elds:

Division
This is the division for the division settings.

Purchase journal
This journal is used for creating purchase entries for the division.

Invoicing
This journal is used for creating invoice entries for the division.

WIP journal
This journal is used for creating WIP entries for the division.

Work in progress 
This fi eld allows you to defi ne the general ledger for the division that will be used as the balance sheet account 
for the WIP entries.

Work in progress (change)
This fi eld allows you to defi ne the general ledger for the division that will be used as the profi t and loss account 
for the WIP entries.

To defi ne division settings:
1. Go to Projects  Setup  Professional services automation Division settings.
2. Under the Criteria section, type or select a division at Division.
3. Click Show.
4. Click New.
5. Defi ne the fi elds. 
6. Click Save.

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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9.3.3 Intercompany settings

The intercompany settings allows you to defi ne the intercompany project for the resource division, and 
intercompany costs, intercompany invoices to be received, cost center, and cost unit for the project division.

The value defi ned at Intercompany project will be used by the division of the resource to book the hours that 
will be charged to the project division. This project will also be used to invoice the intercompany hours. 

The values at Cost center and Cost unit will be used in the cost entry by the project division.

To defi ne intercompany settings:
1. Go to Projects Setup  Professional services automation  Intercompany settings.
2. Defi ne the search criteria.
3. Click Show.
4. Click New.
5. Defi ne the fi elds.
6. Click Save.

Note: All fi elds with the “!” icon are mandatory.
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10. Reports

Exact PSA includes a large amount of MS SQL Reporting Services reports. The following sections explain the 
various reports that are available.

10.1 Scheduled and Worked Hours

With this report, management will be able to see if an employee has registered his full schedule. The report 
shows the employee's total scheduled working hours, total hours planned (estimated), and the total hours 
entered. The hours entered are further divided into project and non-project hours. The following is an example 
of the report:
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10.2 Hours per Employee per Assortment

With this report, the management will be able to see the activities for which consultants enter their hours. The 
report is grouped and displayed per employee and assortment. The following is an example of the report:

10.3 Gantt Chart Report for Estimated, Planned, and Actual Hours of   
 WBS Lines

This report displays the estimated, planned, and actual hours for WBS lines related to the deliverables of a 
project. The following is an example of the report:
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10.4 Time and Material Project Overview

This report displays the planned, approved, realized, or processed hours, or amount versus the budget per 
project. The following is an example of the report:
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10.5 Time and Material Project Overview (visual) 

This report displays the planned, approved, realized, or processed hours versus the budget per project. It is the 
graphical depiction of the time and material overview report. The following is example of the report:

10.6 Capacity Overview

This report provides an insight to the remaining capacity for a certain period. The following is example of the 
report:
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10.7 Capacity Overview (visual)

This report provides an insight to the remaining capacity for a certain period. It is a graphical depiction of the 
capacity overview report. The following is example of the report:
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10.8 Fixed Price and Internal Project Overview

This report displays the planned, approved, realized, or processed hours versus the budget per fi xed and 
internal type project. The following is example of the report:
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10.9 Fixed Price and Internal Project Overview (visual)

This report displays the planned, approved, realized, or processed hours versus the budget per fi xed and 
internal type project. It is a graphical depiction of the fi xed price and internal project overview report. The 
following is example of the report:

Adding reports to project cards
Report previews can be added to the project card. For more information, see Chapter 3 New Projects.
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Product Update Chapter

251 All chapters

250 See Appendix B – Enhancements in the latest release

249 All chapters
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